
APPENDIX No. 7. 

REPORT ON THE CLIMATE AND AGRICULTURAL VALUE, GENERAL GEOLOGICAL FEATURES 
AND MINERALS OF ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF PART OF THE NORTHERN PORTION OF 
BRITISH CoLUMBIA, AND oF THE PEACE RIVER CouNTRY, BY GF.ORGE 1\I. DA wsoN 
D.S., A.R.S.M. F.G.S., ASSISTANT DIRECTOR GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA* 

(1.) Climate and Agriculture. 

The climate of the coast of the northern part of British Columbia, while not 
subject to great extremes of temperature, is excesHively humid, with much rain at all 
seasons of the year and occasional heavy falls of snow in winter. Neither Esqui
malt nor New Westminster, which are the only regular meteorological stations main
tained near the coast of the Provmce, give any criterion by which to arrive at a 
knowledge of the climatic eonditions of other districts; for both these places-but 
especially Et:>qnimalt-urc sheltered from the excessive precipitation which occurs 
where the moisture-bearing winds first strike the high coast line. Observations main
tained by myself while engaged in a geological examination of the Queen Charlotte 
Islands, durmg the summer of 1878 (published as an Appendix to the Report of Pro
gress of the Geological Survey, 1878-9), fairly represent the climate of that region 
during a few months. Observations kept up during many years at Sitka, two and 
a-half degrees north of Port Simpson, and considerably further west, doubtless repre
sent a climate considerably worse than that of the northern part of the coast of 
British Columbia. It may, however, be useful to extract from these the following 
facts. 'l'he latitude of Sitka is 57° 3, or about one degree north of Glasgow (Scotland). 
Temperature observations extend over a period of forty-five years with little inter
ruption. " The mean temperature of spring is 41·2° j for summer, 5±·6°; for 
autumn, 44·9°; for winter, 62·5°, and for the enth·e year, 43<1, F 0

• The extremes 
of temperature for 45 years are 87·8° and -4·0°. However, the mercury has fallen 
below zero of Farenheit in only four years out of the 45, and has risen about 80° 
during but seven years of that period. The coldest month is January, the warmest 
August; June is slightly warmer than September." The mean of the minima for seven 
years of the above period is 38:6°, and of the maxima for seven years, 43·;:~0 , shewing 
a remarkably equible climate. The average annual amount of rain, melted snow and 
hail from 1847 to 1864 (with the exception of the year 1855) was B2·66 inches, or 
within a fraction of seven feet; and the average annual number of days on which 
rain, snow or hail fell, or heavy fogs prevailed, was two hundred and forty-five, or 
two days out of three, while it does not follow that the other days have a clear sky. 
Tables by Liitke, from observations in 1828 and 1829, show that on an average each 
year there were 170 days calm, 132 days moderate winds, and 63 days with strong 
winds.t 

The average annual precipitation of moisture at the mouth of the Columbia 
River, eleven degrees of latitude further south, is stated to be five inches greater 
than at Sitka, and it is therefore probable a priori that in the vicinity of Port Simp
S011 d about the mouth of the Skeena, on that part of the coa~t of the mainland 

• Transmitted for publication in advance of the forthcoming detailed Report on the Explora• 
i of 1879, by p(,r,, ission of A. R. 0. ~elwvn, F.R.S., F,G.::)., Director Geological Survey of 
ada. 
t Alaska Coast P1lot1 1869, and :racific Ooa.st Pilot1 AppendiJt 11 1879, p. 3Q, 
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lying open to the westerly winds between Queen Charlotte and Vancouver Island, 
and on the west coasts of these islands, that the precipitation is at least equa~l~ gr?at, 
and amount~ to between 80 and 90 inches per annum. This amount of preCipitatiOn, 
though small in comparison with that of a few exceptional places on the earth's surfa?e, 
is greater than that characterizing even the western ~oasts of the British Islands, With 
the exception of a few peculiarly situated moun Lainouslocalities, where it is exceeded, 
and little less than the heaviest rainfall on the Norwegian coast (~0 inches). 

Recently published obaervations for Foet Tonga::;s, though covering a period of 
but little over two years, must represent the climate of the region in the vicinity of Port 
Simpson and of the Queen Charlotte Islands pretty closely, as Tongass is situated on 
the north side of Dixon Entrance, little over fifty miles from Port Simpson in a direct 
line. The mean temperature is here 46·5°, or consiuerably warmer than Sitka. ''This 
may be due," Mr. W. H. Dall writes " to the reception in the open throat of Dixon 
Entrance of the warm watet·s of the Alaska Cunent, fresh from the great north 
Pacific Gulf Stream."Fort Tongass is the locality of greatest known precipitation in 
Alaska, the rainfall averaging during the years of observation 118<-{ inches, on 
which Mr. Dall remarks, that obsor·n1tions point to the Queen Chadotte Islands, and 
the region about Dixon Entrance as the mo::;t rainy part of the north-west coast. 
At Tongas~::~ about ~00 days a year are either rainy or· snowy, a proportion agreeing 
nearly with that ob::;erved at Sitka.'~< 

The exces::;ive rainfall, considered in conjunction with the fact that the sky 
throughorrt the year is essentially eloudy, preventing rapid evaporation and keeping 
the dew point near the actual temperature of the air, accounts for the peculiar 
chat·aeter of the vegetation, and the faet that ordinary ceeeals cannot be grown in the 
districts exposed to these conditions. At Fo1 t Simpson, on the west coast of the 
Queen Charlotte Islands, and elsewhere, many of the hills are but partially covered 
with forest, the remainder of the ourface being occupied by sphagneous moss several 
feet in depth, and saturated with water even on steep slopes. The low north-eastern 
part of the Queen Charlotte lblands is in great measure sheltered from the rain-bear
ing winds, and constitutes, in fact, the only extensive area of land which appears to be 
suitable for agriculture on the northern part of the coast. Mr. Duncan, of Metla
Katla, who kept a meteorological regi8ter for some time after his first arrival in the 
country,eatimated that there were on an average about seven fine days in a month in 
that place, The behavior of the winds and barometer in both Vancouver and the 
Queen Charlotte Islands, appear to indicate that the centres of most storms, travelling 
from west to east, pass to the northward of the coast of British Columbia. This being 
so, it is probable that the force of the gales is somewhat gt'eater on the northern 
part of the coast of the province than on the southern. 

I have elsewhere stated that fogs do not seem to occur with such frequency in 
the vicinity of the Queen Charlotte Islands as in the southern part of the Strait of 
Georgia. It may be interesting to quote, in this connection, the following statement 
by the great but unfortunate navigator, La Peroure, bearing on the northern part of 
the west coast. tHe writes: "I first thought these seas more foggy than those 
which separate Europe and America, but I should have been greatly mistaken to 
have irrevocably embraced this opinion. The fog& of Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, 
and Hudson's Bay have an incontestable claim to pre-eminence from their constant 
density." 

The cause of the exceptional mildness of the climate of this region is to be 
found not alone in the fact of the proximity of the sea, but in the abnormal warmth 
of the water, due to the Kuro-Siwo or Japanese Current. The average temperature 
of the surface of the sea, during the summer months, in the vicinity of the Queen 
Charlotte Islands, as deduced from a number of observations taken by myself in 18'78 
is 53·8°. Between Victoria and Milbank Sound, by the inner channels, from May 
28th to June 9th, the average temperature of the sea surface was 54·1 °. In the inner 

,. Pacific Coast Pilot, Appendix 1, loc. cit. t Quoted by G. Davidson in Alaska Coast Pilot. 
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channels between Port Simpson and Milbank Sound, between August 29th and Sep4 

tember 12th, 54·5°, and from the last mentioned date to October 18th, about the north 
end of Vancouver Island, and thence to Victoria by the inner channels, 50·7..). Ob
servations by the United States' Coast Survey, in 1867,* gave a mean 1emperature 
for the surface of the sea between Victoria and Port Simpson and out. ide the Prince 
of Wales Archipelago, from Fort Simpson to Sitka, in the lattet· part of July and 
early in August, of 52·1 °. In the narrower inlets of the coast, the temperature of the 
sea falls, owing to tho quantity of cold water mingled with it by the entering rivers. 
These observations serve to show the existence, off the coast, of a great body of warm 
water, aud the temperatures closely cot-respond with those found in similar latitudes, 
and due to the Gulf Stream and .North Atlantic surface drift, on the west coast of 
Britain. The annual average temperature of the sea surface off the west coast of 
Britain is stated as 49°, while that of the eastern North Atlantic, influenced by the 
Gulf Stream, varies from 44° to 54°.t . 

It will be obseryed that the summer temperature of this body of warm water 
appears to be somewhat lower than the mean summer temperature of Sitka. 1ts 
influence on the climate is not, howt:ver, a dit·ect one, but is chiefly exercised. in the 
following way.-The prevailing south-westerly winds, sweeping over the warm surface 
of the sea are raised to its temperature, and become saturated with moisture, abstract
ing from it, as they do so, anrl rendering latent in conformity with well known 
physical laws, a still greater quantity of heat. When, on rt-aching the mountainous 
coast, this moisture ir; again condensed and discharged, the latent heat becomes again 
apparent, and greatly raises the temperature of the atmosphere in which the reaction 
occurs. 

According to Dove's tables, the mean annual temperature of a place situated in 
the latitude of Glasgow, derived from the temperature of the whole northern hemi
sphere, should be H5°. Owing to the Gulf Stream and south-westerly winds, the 
actual mean annual temperature ot Gla!:<gow is about 50°, or exceeds the normal by 15°. 
The mean temperature of the greater part of the North American c0ntinent in the 
same latitude is 5° to 12° below Dove's normal temperature, but that ofthe regions 
on the west coast of America-which is related to the course of the Japanese Current 
in a manner similar to that of the west coast of Europe and the Gulf Stream-as 
represented by the above detailed observations at Sitka, exceeds the general mean by 
eight degrees. The mean annual temperature of Sitka being, in fact, nearly the 
same as that of Montreal, ten degrees of latitude further south. 

Many of the islands lying off the northern coast of British Columbia, and form
ing the great archipelago which fringes it, are low; but, though covered with 
luxurient forest, possess very little soil, and are in many cases composed of almost 
solid rock. About Metla.Katla and Port Simpson, small patches of ground are 
cultivated by the Indians as potato gardens, and good crops secured; but the total 
area of arable land existing on this part of the coast, with the exception of the 
portion of the Queen Charlotte Islands before referred to, is so inconsiderable as to be 
scanely worth mention. 

The coast about Port Simpson and the mouth of the Skeena is very imperfectly 
sheltered from the rain-bearing wi~ds by the Queen Charlotte Islands, while the islands 
of the coast archipelago, being for the most part of moderate elevation in this region, 
abstract little moisture. Where these windH fir.st impinge on the monuntainous 
mainland the heaviest precipitation occurs, in exact correspondence with the height 
to which the moist air is forced up into the higher regions of the atmosphere, and 
cooled there by its expansion and lost; of heat by r3diation. As the mountains 
attain a considerable elevation at the coast, and the increase in elevation of the peaks 

• Alaska Coast Pilot, 1869, p. 20. 
t "That portion of the Kuro-Siwo having a temperature of 55° F., or more, approaches the coast 

of North-west America in the vicinity of Vancouver Island. The precipitation is greater, and sudden 
meteorological disturbences are more common between latitude 48° aud 55° N. than on any other part 
of the coast, so far as we know. But the water near the coast is less than 55° in temperature, and may 
&verage not more than 50°."-Paci:fic Coast Pilot, Appendix 11 p. 21. 
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towards the axis of the range is comparatively gradual, the heavy rainf~ll of the 
coast is not found to be maintained in travelling eastward by the Skee.na Rr~ver. At 
forty-five or fifty miles above Port Essington, evidenc6l of decreasing mmsture rs found, 
and is still more clearly a.pparent when Kitsalas Canyon, about half way from Port 
Essington to the Forks of Skeena, is reached. The devil's club and skunk cabbage 
(Echinopanax horrida and Lysichiton Kamtschatsense) luxuriant in the lower reaches 
of the river and indicative of a humid climate, no longer abound. . 

At Quatsalix Canyon, ninety-five miles from the co Jst, the highest summit of 
the Coast Ra.nge having been passed, the vegetation characteristic of .the northern 
interior of British Columbia may be said to set in ; the western scruh pme and aspen 
(Pinus contorta and Populus tremuloides) growing abundantly on the fla.ts an.d slopes. 
The change is so gradual, however, and the blending of the coast and mterwr fl~ras 
on the Skeena so complete that it id difficult to assign the precise position of the lme. 

"Tith regard to the ~nowfall on the Skeena, Mr. H. J. Cambie during his survey 
here in 1877, gathered that from Port Essington to near the month of the Lakelse 
(56 miles), it was exceedingly heavy, reaching a depth of ten feet or more. Fr~m 
this place to Kitsalas Canyon it reaches, at least occasionally, n depth of six feet; wh1le 
about Kitwungah,-sixteen miles below the Forks-it averages three feet. So far 
as information can be obtained fmm the Indians it appears to confirm these estimates. 
Tbe depth on the benches about the Forks is not over one foot, but owing to local 
circumstances the snowfall is her·e considerably less than in any neigh boring locality, 
the average for this part of the Skeena Valley being probably a little under two feet. 

At about twenty miles below the Forks, the higher benches at the sides of the 
river and a few hundred feet above its level, extend several miles back from it, and 
show soil of fair quality, composed of sandy loam with more or less vegetable matter. 
It is reported that the Skeena valley continues to preseut the same appearance 
further up, and it is certainly wide and low for some distance above the Forks, while 
a cf)nt<iderable width of land suited for agriculture is also found in the valley of the 
Kispyox to the north-westward. 

'lhe summer temperature of the region about the Forks or Hazelton 
is often high, and the rainfall by no means exceHsive. According to Mr. 
Hankin, a trader who has resided many years here, snow generally 
:first falls in October, but melts again, the winter snow not coming till about 
the middle of December. The winter is in general steadily cold, though there 
is almost always a thaw in February. The thermometer has been known to reach 
48° below zero and to remain for days at a time below-30°. 

The winter is in fact about tbe same as that ofStuart Lake, but the spring is said to 
open much earlier. Grass begins to grow green and some trees to bud out about the 
first week in April. Scme cultivation is carried on. Potatoes are occasionally nipped 
by frost in the spring and on two occasions have been effected by summer frosts. 
They are generally harvested in the end of September, but are ripe before that time, 
and can be obtained large enough for use about the first of July. Indian corn does not 
ripen, and wheat, Mr. Hankin believes would be an uncertain crop. The season of 
1878 was exceptionally long, and two successive crops of oats ripened before the 
frost; the second being a ' volunteer crop.' In favorable seasons, squashes, cucum
ber and other tender vegetables come to perfection. A few cattle and horses have 
been wintered he1·e, the former requiring to be fed for five months, the latter have 
been kept by clearing away the snow to a certain depth in strips to allow them to 
scrape for grass. 

The Skeena usually opens during tbe last week in April or first week of May. 
Ice begins to run in the river early in November, but the river does not genet·ally 
freeze till the end of December. The river being very rapid, the occasion of its 
freezing is usually the occurance of a thaw. This sets free gt eat quantities of anchor 
ice, sometimes very suddenly, blocking the river and causing it to freeze over. In 
1867 the river closed on the 13th of November, which was exceptionally early. The 
river is generally highest in July, deriving most of its water from the melting 
snow on the mountains. It is lowest immediately &fter the ice goes, 
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Without entering into details as to tho natural vegetation of the region, it may 
be said that it appears to indicate that the rainfall is nearly the same as about ~ues
nel, on the Fraser, while the climate is in general much like that of Quebec or 
Montreal, with the exception of the winter, which, according to the statements 
above given, though rather shorter, is more severe. 

I am induced to think that .M:r. Hankin is wrong in supposbg that wheat would 
not succeed well about the Forks, but this muBt remain a matter for fLlture 
experiment. 

~ Meteorological observations kept by myself while on the Skeena, from June 7th to 
23rd, being taken en route from Port Essington to the Porks, are necessarily imperfect, 
and as we were engaged in travellmg during the day it was impossible to ascertain 
the maximum temperature. The mean minimum temperature read on a good ther
mom~ter carefully placed on nine nights; between Port Essington and Kitsalas Canyon 
is 43 ·4° F, the actual lowest reading being 3!3°. The mean ofseven nights from the 
Canyon to the Forks, 43·6°, the actual lowest being 37·5°. The mean of observations 
taken about 6 a. m. and 6 p.m.; every day, on the first mentioned part of the river is 
50·8°; on the upper part part of the river, 5~·8°. The mean of morning readings 
taken below Kitsalas Canyon is 45° of evening reading, 56·4°. These reduced for the 
hour and time of the year by Dove's table of corr6ctions, derived from observations at 
Sitka, indicate actual mean temperature of49·1° and 53·1°, respectively. The mean 
doubtless lies between these :figures, but their discord shows that we have already a 
considerably greater range and a climate more continental in character than that of 
Sitka. Morning observations above the Canyon indicate a mean of 46·6°. Evening 
observations 58·9°, which, corrected in the same way, yield 50·58° and 55·6° as 
approximations to the true mean temperature. 

Of the Watsonquah River, whieh joins the Skeena from the south-eastward at th~ 
Forks, Mr. Cambie reports that the valley throughout its entire length is in part prairie 
and sustains a magnificent growth of grass, but is subject to frequent summer frosts 
and unsuited to agriculture.* The Sus-kwa valley which joins the Watsonquah, and 
up which the trail from the Forks toward Babine Lake runs, contains no agricultural 
land worth mention, but its northern side has been in many places very completely 
burnt over, and is covered with exceedingly luxurient grass and pea-vine, forming an 
excellent summer range for cattle or horses. 

Babine and Stuart Lakes occupy portions of a single great valley, which is 
bounded by mountainous country on either side, and communicates northward with the 
flat country of the Lower N echacco. The upper end of the lake rarely freezes 
completely across, but this is due, net to t~e mildness of the winter, but to the great 
depth of the water. A similar circum'3tnnce has already been reported for Frangois 
Lake. t A terrace at a height of about 200 feet is spec-ially prominent round the 
lake, and after reaching this height the land frequently runs back several miles as a 
level or gently undulating vlain. In other places it slopes gradually up, reaching an 
elevation of 500, 600, or 800 feet above the lake at from two to five miles from it. 
'rhe valley is not even then shut in by high mountains in its central part, but appears 
to continue at nearly the same, or a lower level in some places for many miles. The 
woods are generally light, aspen and poplar frequently preponderating over spruce,. 
and considerable tracts with a southern exposure, from which fire has removed the
forest, arc covered with luxurient grass, pea·vine, epilobium, &c. The portage
between Babine and Stuart{Lakes is low, acrvss wide spreading benches, and from half 
to one third of the surface appears fit for cultivation. Conrsiderable areas of low 
land also border Stuart Lake. 

The aggregate area of land below the 3,000 feet contour line, with light slopes 
or nearly level, and which may be supposed to have some prospective valne, i~ 
great; but it is impossible to form ev-en an approximately correct estimate of it till 
the m ups are further advanced. That in sight from the lakes must exceed 500 square 

• Canaclian Pacific Railway Report, 1878, p. 70. 
t Report of Progress, Geol. Survey of CanadA, 1876-77 p 47. 
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miles. The soil is generally good, and the only remaining question is in regard to 

the character of the climate. 
The northtlrn or lower extremity of :Babine Lake being more closely hen:med in. 

by snow-clad mountains, is evidently less favorably situated than the r~mamder uf 
this lake and Stuart Lake, and vegetation was found to be decidedly behmd that of 
the Sus-kwa Valley. Mr. Sanpere, who is in charge of two Hudson Bay posts, one at 
the north end, the other at the middle of:Babine Lake, states that at the latter he can 
grow potatoes and many kind of vegetables, and that his predecessor grew barle.y, 
whiCh ripened well. An Indian living on the portage between the two lakes cu~tl
vates a little patch ofland, and, though very poorly attended to, he had~ :fine lookt_ng 
crop of potatoes and a little :field of barley, the latter about three feet h1gh and With 
the ear just appearing at the date of our visit (July 4th). He also keeps some cattle 
here, cutting hay for them in swamps around Stuart Lake. At Fort St. J~mes we 
found potatoes flourishing, but rather late, having been cut down by a frost m June. 
:Barley was doing well, and has been grown as a regular crop for many years. * 
In the garden were peas, lettuce, beets, carrots, onions, garlic, turnips, cabbages 
and cauliflowers, doing well enough, but not carefully cultivated. Wheat has been 
sown this year as an experiment, and had not suffered from frost at the date of our 

visit (July 7th). 
Temperature observations kept while on :Babine and Stuart Lakes, June 27th to 

J" uly 8th, gave a mean miniqlllm temperature of 40·2°. The mean of the early morn
ing and evening observations is 51·5°. The temperature is here subject to greater 
and more rapid changes than in the Skeena Valley, and on the night of June 29th we 
experienced a frost, the thermometer registering 26°, near the northern end of :Ba
bine Lake, and in the vicinity of the snow-clad mountains already referred to. 

In the valley of :Babine and Stuart Lakes the summer season seems to be suffi
ciently long, and the absolute amount of hea.t great enough to bring all ordinary 
crops, including wheat, to maturity, but the question remains to what extent the 
li~bility to summer frosts may interfere with the cultivation of some plants, more 
especially wheat. Though this valley may be regarded as a continuation of the 
country of the Lower Nechacco, its vicinity to mountains appears to render it some
what inferior to that district in climate, and places it in this regard, in my opinion, 
nearly in the same position with the country bordering on Fran9ois Lake. In pre
vious reports t I have described the fiat country of the Lower Nechacco basin as 
~onstituting the greatest connected region susceptible of cultivation in the Province 
of British Columbia. Its area has been estimated at 1,000 square miles. It is based 
on fine white silty deposits of the later portion of the Glacial period, constituting a 
soil almost uniformly fertile, and is remote from high snow-clad ranges. In the ab
~ence of further information, I can merely repeat what was said of this region on a 
former occasion, viz., that while it is not probable that wheat can be grown over all 
parts of its area, it can scarcely be doubted that barley may be ripened almost every
where in it, while wheat would succeed in chosen spots. This region will, doubtless 
at some time support a considerable population, but it is to be remarked that th~ 
passage ?fa railway through it would do little at present tow~rd settling it; for in 
·the first mstance, the country to the east of the Rocky Mountams, in the Peace River 
or Saskatchewan Valleys, would offer superior inducements to farmers and stock 
raisers. 

The country lying in the vicinity of the trail between Fort St. James on Stuart 
Lake, and Fort McLeod has already been described by Mr. Selwyn a'nd by Mr. 
Hunter. t The elevation of the watershed which is characterized by wide sandy 

• Report of Progress. Geol. Survey ('f Canada, 1876-77, p 51. 

t Report of Progress Geol. ~urvey of Canada, 1876-77, p 45. Canadian Pacific Rail way Report, 
ll877, p. 252. 

:j: Report of Progress, Geol. Survey cf Canada, 1875-76, p. 34. Canadian Pacific Ry. Report, 1878, 
'P· 73. 
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tflats lis about 2,816 feet, taking the height of Stuar t Lake at 2,200 feet. "\Vith the 
-exception of a bolt a few miles wide 11ear Stuart Lake, and rising in places about 400 
feet above it, this region is scarcely to be considered as of any agricultural value. It 
lies to the north of the N echacco basi.n previously mentioned. Its surface is consi
derably broken and the soil generally light, sandy or gravelly. It is at present 
•Covered for the most part with burnt woods. A considerable area would doubtless 
be available for pasture lund if the forest were completely removed by fire, and 
there are numerous swamps and meadows along streams yielding good natural hay. 
A frost was experienced on the night of July 13 Lh, my thermometer going down to 
27°, on Iroquois 01·eek. ~o frost occurred at Fort McLeod, nine miles off, and between 
400 and 500 feet lower. 

At Fort McLeod the potatoes had been cut down bv frost in June, but had reco
vered completely and were growing well in July. The soil is, however, rather 
poor, and the at·ea of cultivable land not extensive. 

D. "\V. liarmon, in his "Voyages and Travels" published at Andover, :Mass., in 
1820, states that the snow fall at Fort McLeod is sometimes as much as five 
feet, and this is confirmed by those now acquainted with the region. At Fort St. 
J ames the snow reaches a depth of about three feet. A difference remarkably great 
for two places so close together. 

From Fort McLeod to the Middle Forks of Pine Ri\rer, seventy-two miles distant, 
rnay ·be treated together as representing the Rocky .Mountains, including the foot hills 
of both r,lopes and the higher plateau attaching to these on the north- oa tward. 
From July 17th to August 5th, the mean of Lhe observed minima on this part of 
the route is 39·7°. The mean of the early morning and evening readings 
<>f the thermometer, 49·4°. This must be much below the actual mean temperatuL"e, 
for the thermometer had seldom risen much above its minimum when observed at 
6 a.m. The heat was sometimes great in the middle of the day, but as we were 
then always travelling, could not be registered. Three frosts were experienceJ, on 
the nights of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th of August, the thermometer reading 30·5°: 28° and 
.30°5 on these nights. Strong westerly winds, falling calm at sundown, with a clear 
sky were· the conditions causing the frosts. The quantity of arable land in this 
mountainous zone is quite inconsiderable, being confined, on the route followed, to 
the actual valley of Pine River for a few miles above the :1\'Iiddle Forks. 

The portion of the Peace River country, for which the exploration of last season 
-enables pretty accurate general information to be given, may be considered as 
extending eastward from the Middle .Forks of Pine River. West of this point~ as 
already stated, the areas of fertile land are small, being confined to certain river 
valleys which penetrate the foot hills of the Rocky Mountains and high plateau 
.attached to them. With this western limit, the region now to be described may be con· 
.sid.ered as bounded to the north by the 57th parallel, to its intersection eastward with 
the Peace River. Thence the boundary may be assumed to follow the Peace River 
southward to the mouth of Heart Brook, near the confluence of the Smoky River. 
Thence to run south-eastward to the extremity of Les!'ler Slave Lake, to follow the 
western border of the hilly region lying to the south of the lake to the Athabaska 
River; thence to follow the Athabaska westward to the foot hills, and skirting the foot
hills to run north-westward to the first mentioned point on Pine River.* 

The tract included within the limits above given has an area of about 31,550 
.square miles, and by far the larger part of this area may be classed as fertile. Its 

• In addition to the area above defined, my explorations and those of my assistant, ~fr McConnell, 
during the past season, included an examination of the upper part of the Athabasca to A thabasca Land
ing-, of the north shore c:,f Lesser Slave Lake and Lesser Slave Lake River, of a route from the east end 
of Lesser Slave Lake to old Fort Assineboine and thence to Edmonton, and of the road from Athabasca 
Landing to Edmonton. Also of the Atbabasca from the Landing to the mouth of the Ri vi ere la Beche, 
by the valley of the latter to Lac la Bee he and thence to Victoria and Egg Lake. The country exam
ined on these lines is not included in the present report, as being less homogenous in character than 
the great region above defined, it requires to be treated at greater length and in more detail. It may 
suffice for the present to state that considerable areas of fertilP land are found taroughout, but more 
particularly in the region so 11th of the line of the A thabasca River. 

2 
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average elevation may be stated as little over 2,000 feet, and this is maintained with 
considerable uniformity, for thou~h the general surface slopes slightly from the north 
and south toward Peace River, the region as a whole may be considered as a_phteau 
through which the great gorge-like valley ofthe Peace has been excavated. ~lu~ val~ey 
has in general a depth of600 to 800 feet below that partofthe plateau bordenn~ 1t, With 
a width of two to three miles from rim to rim. Its tributary streams at first nearly 
on the plateau level, flow in valleys of continually increasing depth as they a~proa_ch 
that of the Peace River. Those from the south-eastern portion of the regwn nse 
either in the Rocky ltfountains, or near the Athabaska, the tributaries received by 
the latter stream from the north and north-west being-with the exception of the 
l~atiste-quite inconsiderable in t"Bis part of its course. . . , 

The ridges and hills by which this region is occasionally d1vers1fiedr 
appear in all cases to be composed either of the generally soft rocks of the 
Cretaceous and Tertiary or of arenaceous clays containing erratics v.nd representing 
the boulder clays of the glacial period. These elevations are generally slight, and 
with exceedingly light and ~radual slopes, the scarped banks of the streams 
constituting much more import:mt irregularities. The~?-e ridges, however, often 
resemble detached portions of a higher plateau and spread widely enough to occupy 
in the aggregate a considerable area, of which the soil is not so uniform in characte1· 
as elsewhere. With these exceptions, the soil of the district may be described as a 
fine silt, resembling the white silts of theN echacco basin previously referred to, and not 
dissimilar from the loess-like material constituting the subsoil of the Red River Valley 
in Manitoba. This silt, at a short distance below the surface, is greyish or browni!:ih 
in col or, but becomes mixed superficially with a proportion of ve~etable matter to a 
varying depth. It has evidently been deposited by a comparatively tranquil body of 
water not loaded with ice, probably toward the close of the glacial period, and has 
either never been laid down on the ridges and undulation~ above referred to, or has 
been since removed from them by natural processes of waste. As evidenced by the
natural vegetation its fertility is great. 

'Vest of the Smoky River, both to the sonth and north of Peace River, there ~re 
extensive areas of prairie country, either perfectly open and covered wit,h a more or 
less luxuriant growth of grass, or dotted with patches of coppice and tre'3s. 

The northern banks of the Peace River Valley are also very generally open aml 
grassed, and parts of the valley of tho Smoky and other rivers have a simila1~ 
character. The total area of prairie land west of the Smoky River, :' .. 1ay be 
about 3,000 square miles. The remainder of tho surface is generally occupied 
by second-growth forest, occasionally dense, but more often open and composed cf 
aspen, birch, and cotton wood, with a greater or less proportion of conif~rous trees. 
Some patches of the original fore&t, however, remain, particularly in the river valleys 
and are composed of much larger trees, chiefly coniferous, among which the black sprue~ 
is most abundant. Handsome groves of old and large cotton woods are also to be found 
in some of the valleys. Where the soil becomes locally sandy and poor and more 
particularly in some of the more elevated parts of the ridges hefore described a thick 
growth of scrub pine and black spruce, in which the individual trees are 'small is. 
found; and in swampy regions the tamarac is not wanting, and grows generally inter
mixed with the black spruce. 

Ea.:)t of the Smoky River, and southward toward the Athabaska the 
prairie country is quite insignificant in. extent, t~e .region being characteriz~d by 
second-growth woods of the character JUSt descnbed, which, on approaching the 
Athabaska, are replaced by extensive and well nigh impassible tracts of brule and 
wind-fall, in which second growth forest is only beginning to struggle up. 

Though the prairies are most immediately available, from an agricultural point 
of view, the regions now covered with second-growth and forest, where the soil itself 
is not inferior, will eventually be equally valuable. The largest tract of poor land is 
that bordering the valley of the A thaba~ka on the north. This rises to an elevation 
considerably greater th~n most of the re~ion to th_e north and west, and appears during 
the submergence to wh1ch the superfiCial deposits are due, to have been expm~ed to 
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stronger currents wbich have prevented the depo~ition of the fine silt, causinrr it to be 
1·eplaced by a coarser silt which passes in places with actual sand, and altern~tes with 
l'idges of boulder clay. This region i~ al~o often very swampy, and for a width 
<)f twenty to twenty-tive miles on the trai! from Sturgeon Lake to the Athabaska 
is quite unsuited to agriculture, thou~h still in many places capable of yielding good 
summer grazing when the f01·est has been completely removed by fire. To the north
ward, more particularly to the east of Smoky River, peaty and mo~~y swamps occupy 
part of the surface, and these may be regarded as permanently unsuited to agt·iculture. 

There is also a sandy tract, though of small width, along the lower part of the 
Elk River near its junction with the Smoky. Deducting, as far as possible, all the 1 
areas known to be inferior or useless, with about twenty per cent. for the portions of 
the reQ'ion under consideration of which less is known, the total area of land, with 
soil suited to agriculture, may be estimated as at least 23,500 square miles. In the 
absence of complete maps, such an estimate cannot be otherwise than very rough, 
but may serve to give some idea of the fact. 

Whatever theory be adopted, and may have been advanced, to account fo1· the 
wide prairies of the western portion of America further to the south, the origin of 
the prait·ies ofthe Peace River is sufficiently obvious. There can be no doubt that 
they have been produced and are maintained by fires. The country is naturally a 
wooded one, and where fires have not run for a few years, young trees begin rapidly 
to spring up. The fires are, of course, ultimately attributable to human agency, 
and it is probable that before the country was inhabited by the Indians it was every
where densely forest-clad. That the date of origin of t.he chief prairie tracts now 
found is remote, is clearly evidenced by their present appearance, and more particu-

, larly by the fact that they are everywhere scored and rutted with old buffalo tracks, 
while every suitable locality is pitted wilh the saucer-shaped 'buffalo wallows.' It 
is reported that a few buffaloes were seen last year near Pine River, but the animal 
has now become in the Peaee River county practically extinct; an event which, 
according to the Indians, happened at a date not very remote, owing to a winter of 
exceptional severity, during which the snow "reached to the .. buffaloes backs." 

The luxuriance of the natural vegetation in these prairies is truly wonderful, 
and indicates, not alone the fertility of the soil, but the occurence of a sufficient rain
fall. The service berry, or amalanchier, and the choke-cherry are very abundant in 
some places, particularly on the so-called Grande Prairie, which ccnstitutes the 
great berTy gathering ground of the Indians. 

\Vith regard to the climate of the Peace River country, we are without such 
accurate information as might be obtained from a careful meteorological record, 
embracing even a single year, and its character can at present be ascertained merely 
from notes and observations of a general character and the appearance of the natural 
vegetation. 

It may be stated at once that the ascertained facts leave no doubt on the subject 
of the sufficient length and warmth of the season, to ripen wheat, oats and barley, 
with all the ordinary root crops and vegetables, the only point whir.h may admit of 
question being to what extent the occurence of late and early frosts may intorfere with 
growth. This remark is intended to apply to the whole district previously defined, 
though it must be remembered, in considerinv- the subject, that the conditions of 
l)laces situated in the bottom of the trough-like river valley, and 600 to 800 feet 
below the plateau, may be considerably different from those of its surface. 

The summer season of 1879 was an unusual one, characterized by excessively 
heavy rain -fall, with cold raw weather in the early summer months. These condi
tions did not extend to the west of the Rocky .Mountains, but appear to have been 
felt over the entire area of the plains to the Red River Valley. As a result of this, 
the crops generally throughout the North-west were later than usual, and the mean 
temperature of even the latter part of the summer appears to have been rather abnor
mally low. Notwithstanding this, on my arrival ut Dunvegan, on the 16th of 
August, small patches of wheat and barley in the garden of the fort presented a 
remarkably fine appearance and were beginning to turn yellow. On my retut·n to 
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the fort on August 31si these were being harvested, their complete ripening having 
been delayed by overcast and chilly weather whieh prevailed between these date-s~ 
At the first-mentioned date potatoes were quite ripe, with the balls formed on. the 
stalk, and the garden contained also fine cabbages, cauliflowers, beets, carrots, ?DI?ns,. 
lettuce and turnips. Dwarf beans, cucumbers aod squashes were also :flouru~hmg, 
and though these plants are particularly teLder, showed no sign of frost. The two 
last named having been sown in the open ground did not appear likely. to perfect 
their fruit. A few stalks of Indian corn were also ~rowing, though it is Improbable 
that this plant would ripen its seed in this district. 

When this garden was again visited, on the last day of August, the beans,. 
cu~umbers and squashes had been cut down by a frost, but not completely killed. 
The potato tops were also slightly nipped. 

Rev. M. Tessier, who has been at Dunvegan as a missionary for som~ yea~s, has 
always been able to ripen small, black butter-beans, but in some seasons not Without 
difficulty owing to frosts. He has also tried a few grains of oats whieh he procu.red 
accidentally, and obtained a return of astonishing abundance. About the date JUSt 
referred to the potatoe plants at Smoky River post (The Forks) were badly cut down 
by frost, the tubers being, however, quite ripe, fine and large. 

On the 15th September, .Mr. R . .McConnell, my as8istant, found the potatoes in 
the garden of the fort at the "W""est end of Lesser Slave Lake, and on the level of the 
plateau, little afl'ected by frost, with tubers large and ripe. Mr. H. J. Cambie als(} 
ascertained that wheat thrives at this place. We found some rude attempt at culti
vation also at the 'Cree Settlement,' which consists of a few log houses built by Indians 
on the border of Sturgeon Lake, about 70 miles south-west of the west end of Lesser Slave 
Lake, and is at the average level of the country, with an elevation of about 2, l 00 feet. 
Here, on September 14th, the potatoe plants were slightly affected by frost, but not 
more so than observed with those at Dunvegan two weeks before. The tubers were 
quite ripe, but the Indians did not intend to dig them for about ten days. Turnips 
were very fine, and carrots, beets and onions were good, though evidently cultivated 
with very little ~are. Two or three very small patches of barley had been almost 
completely destroyed by mice, but a few stalks remaining were quite ripe and with 
fine heads. The Indians here were very anxious to have a supply of garden seeds,. 
which I have since been able to forward to them by the kindness o.f Messrs .. Stobart, 
Eden & Co., of Winnipeg. 

At Fort St. John, 95 miles west of Dunvegan, and so much nearer the 
mountains, on July 26th, 1875, Professor Macoun states that potatoos, oats, barley 
and many varieties of vegetables were in a very flourishing state in 'Nigger Dan's' 
garden. The oats stood nearly five feet high and the barley had made nearly an 
equal growth.* The barley and oats were both ripe about the 12th of August.. Prof. 
:M.acoun was informed by Charlette at Hudson's Hope, thirty miles still further west,. 
that in 1874 there was no frost from the 1st of May until the 15th of September. 
In 1875 sowing commenced the last week in April. There appears to have been a. 
frost on June 28th, but the first autumn frost occurred on the 8th of September, and 
Mr. Selwyn found the potato tops still green in the middle (If the month. Mr H. J. 
Cambie saw wheat flourishing here in July la::;t, but on his return in September it had 
been cut down by frost. 
. Suc.h a~·e ~he notes. that can be ?btained. on the ~rowth of cereals and vegetables 
ID the d1strwt m questiOn. From mformatwn obtamed at Dunvegan, it seems that 
the snow disappears about the middle of April: westerly winds sweeping it away fast. 
The river opens at about the same time. Cultivation begins at about the end of 
April or first of May. The river generally begins to freeze in November. The depth 
of snow, I was told, averages about two feet, an estimate which agree~ with .Mr. 
Horetzky's statement.t Mr. Horetzky was al::;o told that the plains were often nearly 
bare up to the month of December, though the winter usually ~Sets in with the month of -

• Report of Progress, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1875-6, p. 154. 
t Canada on the Pacific Coast, p. 205. 
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N?vember. Sir Alexander Mackenzie remarked the same abs~nce of snow in the early 
Winter months of 1792. It was entirely gone on April 5th, 1793, and gnats and mosqui
toes were troublesome on April20.* Horses almost invariably winter out well without 
requiring to be fed. Hay should be provided for cattle, to ensure perfect safety, 
for a period of three or four months, though in some seasons it is necessary to feed 
the animals for a few weeks only. The Indians of the ' Uree Settlement' on Stur
geon Lake, previously referred to, winter their horses without any difficulty round 
the borders of a neighboring lake, the shores of which are partly open. From Hud
son's Hope, the horses are sent southward to Moberly's Lake to winter, and according 
to Mr. Selwyn, do well there. Lesser Slave Lake, with its wonderful natural 
meadows, has long been known as an excellent place for wintering stock and is 
referred to as such by Sir J. Richardson. ' 

Some general idea of the length and character of the seasons at Fort St. John 
may be gained by an examination of the extracts from the journals fi·om 1866 to 
1875, published by Mr. Selwyn. t The dates of opening and closing of Peace River, 
being an important clue to the mean temperature of the region, may be quoted as. 
summarized by Prof. Macoun in the same report (p. 156). 

Ice breaking Ice drifting, first time 

1866 April 
1867 " 

19 .............................. .................. Nov. 7. 
21 . ... ............................................. " 8. 

1868 " 20 ......... . ....... ................................ ,, 7. 
1-{69 " 2d ................. ......................... ...... ,, 8. 
1870 " 26 .. . . . .. . . ... . . . . .. •. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. no record. 
1871 " 18 ................. ................................ " 10. 
1872 " 19 ......... ................... ..................... " 8. 
1873 " 23. ......................................... ...... " 4. 
1874 " 19 ................................................. Oct. 31. 
1875 " 16 ........................................... . 

The average date of the breaking up of the ice may thus be stated to be 
April 21st; that on which ice is running on the river for the first time, N ovcmber 7th. 
In 1792 and, 93, when wintering at the mouth of Smoky River, Sir Alexander 
Mackenzie observed the ice to be running for the first time. on November 6th, while 
the river was clear of ice on the 25th April. I have been unable to find any 
precise records of the dates of closing and opening of the Saskatchewan, but 
Dr. Rector states these are usually the second week of November and the second 
week of April respectively. The Saskatchewan is a more rapid stream than the 
Peace. 

With regard to the probable difference between the actual valley of the Peace 
and the plateau forming the general surface of the country, Prof. Macoun observes,t 
speaking of the vicinity of Fort St. John, that notwithstanding the difference 
in altitude the berries on the plateau ripened only about a week later than 
those near the river, while he was informed that there was about the 
same difference in the time of disappearance of the snow in spring. While 
at Dunvegan, I ascertained that a similar difference was observed there, 
but it was added that this obtained chiefly with the wooded parts of the 
plateau, the snow disappearing on the prairies much about the same time as 
in the valley. In my diary, under date September 5th, I find the following entry:
".Aspens and berry bushes about the Peace River Valley now looking quite 
autumnal. On the plateau 800.or 900 feet higher, not nearly so much so. Slight tinge 
of yellow only on some aspen groves." This differenl'.e, through not altogether con
stant and depending much on diversity of soil, appears to be actual. In October, 1872, 

• Veyages, p. 131-132. 

t Report of Progress, Geol. Survey of Canada, l8i5-76 p. 84. 

Op. Cit., p. 155. 
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Mr. Horetzky writes: * " 'Ne observed that, curiously enough, the veget~tion 
upon these uplands did not appear· to have suffered so much from the ~ffects of frost, 
this being probably duo to the fact of the air in these upper regions bemg ?onstantly 
in moLion, while in the deep and capa0ious valley of the river the wmds have 
often no effect " 

The difference between the valley and the plateau being thus ve1·y small, ~ have 
not treated separately the observations for temperature taken by myself m the 
different situations. Most of the observations, however, refer to the pla.teau, .and 
including the whole time spent in the country, from the Middle Forks of Pme Rty~r 
to the IJank of the Athabaska, cover a period of nearly two months. The m~an mmt
mum temperature for the month of August, deduced from observations extendmg fr.om 
the 6th to the 3lbt of the month is 39·9°. The mean of observations at 6 a. m. durmg 
the same period is 42·3°. That of the observations at 6 p. m. 59·5°. In September 
the mean minimum temperature was 28·1°. ~l.'he mean of morning observations 
34·3°, of evening observations 51·5°. I have endeavored to deduce from these obser
vations means temperatures for the months in q ucstion, by correcting them by the 
1ables of hourly variations in temperature given by C. A. Schott in the Smithsonian 
Contributions to Knowledge (No. 277), but find iL impossible to do Ao, a:3 the daily 
range is here so much greater than that of any of the places represon ted by the tables, 
which refer ehie:fiy to the eat5tern portion of the continent. It would appear that 
while in moAt places the mean temperature of the day is reached about 8 p. m., it is 
found in the Peace River country not far from 6 p. m., by reason of the increased 
rapidity of loss of heat by radiation due to greater elevation and dryer atmosphere. 
The maximum temperature was seldom observed, bnt the daily range is very groat, 
and the maximum probably several times reached 80° in August, and often sul'passed 
70° in September. 

From the 6th to the 31st of August I registered two nights of frost, on the 13th and 
20th of the month when the thermometer showed 32° and 26° respectively. Both of these 
were observed on the plat~au, but one at least of thorn (that of the 20th) must have 
occurod also in the valley, from the effu~..:ts produced ·.. Dunvegan on tender vege
tation. These frosts occured in very fine weather, foil owing a day of strong westerly 
wind, the result of which is to remove from the surface of the earth the whole of the 
lower heated layer of the atmosphere. This, succeeded by a calm and cloudless night 
with transparent sky, causes the thermometer to sink below the freezing-point 
before morning. When not p1·eceoded by strong wind, mere transparency of the 
atmosphere seems seldom or never to lead to fro~t in August, in this district, as many 
beautifully starlight nights without an approach of the mercury to be freezing-point 
were observed. 

Though jn some casea surh frost8 as these may be general, and extend over a 
wide district of country, it is more usually found that they are quite local in charac
ter. A few floating clouds, or light wreaths of mist, may arrest radiation so far as 
to prevent frost over the greater part of the country, while some spot accidentally 
exposed during the whole night under a clear sky experiences a temperature below 
32°. The contour, and character of vegetation of the country also have much to do 
with the occurrence of frosts, and it is very frequently the case that river vallors are 
more subject to frostr-. than the upland district:::~. During the month of SopteJmber, 
in a region for the most part wooJed, and often above the averarre altitude between 
Dunv0gan and the Athabaska, nineteen fro~::.<ts were rogistered7 the uctudlly lowest 
tempet·ature being 20° on Septem ')er 18th. 

Through the kindness of Colonel Jarvis, of the North-west :Monnied Polie;e, I 
have been able to secure a c·opy of records kept by Dr. Herkomor, of Fort Sa:::~knte he
wan, on the Saskatchewan River, about twenty miles north-oast of EJmonton, 1''-H' 
corn parison with the observed temperatures in the portion of the Peace Hi\' et· e;1mn
try now discussed, they arc invaluable; for in the whole disLt·ict surroundin~ Fort 
Sa.skn.tchowan and Edmonton we now know from a0tual amlrepeated cxperim0n t that 

Canada on the Pac:fc p. 44. 
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wheat and all other ot·uinary cereals and vegetables thrive, and yield most abundant 
crops. The climat~ in its great diurnal and annual range corre1-1ponds exactly with 
that of the Peace Rtver country. Fort Saskatchewan is situated on the brow of the 
~askatchewau Valle~, about seventy feet above the river, and theeefore probably less 
liable to frost~ t~an either the bottom of the river valley: or extensive flat tracts ofplain 
~here there IS little circulation of air. rrhis, with the position of the thermometers 
1n re~ard to the buildings, leads to the belief that if at all in error, as representing 
the eh mate of the region generally, the indicated. temperatures are slightly too great. 
The thermome~er appears to have been read in all ca~es to the nearedt degree only. 

A com~ar1son may be made between the temperature observed in the Peace River 
.country durmg August anJ September, with tho;;;e at Fort Saskatchewan, as follows.-

Peace River Country, mean of minima during August. ................. 39· 9° 
" " :c September ............... 2S· 1° 
'' Frosts experienced during ~1\..ugm~t......... ........ 3 
" " '' September .. ............. 19 

For Saskatchewan, mean of minima during August ....................... 39· 3° 
'' " " September ................ 31· 1': 
" Frosts experienced dul'ing August....... ...... ... 0 
" '' " September...... . .. .. .. 15 

Fort Saskatchewan, mean of maxima during August ...................... 77· 8° 
" " " September ............. 68· 1° 

Fort Saskatchewan, deduced mean temperature of August ............... f 8· 6° 
" " '' September ............. 49· 6° 

The mean of maxima and actual moan temperature for the months cannot be 
.stated for the Peace River country. The actual mean for Fort Saska:chewan is ob
tained by adding the minima and maxima for each month together, and is probably 
very nearly correct. 

"\Vhile regretting that the data at disp·osal for the determination of the agricul
tural value of the Peace River country are not more ample, we may I believe, arrive 
with considerable certainty at the general fact that it is great. From such com
parison as can be made, it would be premature to allowthatthe climate of the Peace River 
i:; inferior to that of the region about Edmonton or the Saskatchewan. It is true that 
in 'both the Saskatchewan and Peace River districts the season is none too long fot· 
the cultivation of wheat, but if the crop can bo counted on as a sure one,-and experi
ence seems to indicate that it may-the occurrence of early and late frosts may be 
regarded with comparative indifference. The season is at least eqtully shMt thronght
out the whole fertile belt from the Peace River to Manitoba, though early and late ) 
frosts are not so common in the low valley of the Red River. The almost 8im tiltane
ous advance of spring along the whole line of this fertile belt, is indicated by the 
dates of the flowering of the various plants, a point referred to by me in some detail 
elsewhere.* It is further unquestionable that the winter is less severe, and not subject 
to the same extremes in the Peace River and. Upper Saskatchewan regions as in 
Manitob~L 

We have all'eady found reason to believe that the early and late frosts, and not 
the absence of a sufficient aggregate amount 0f heat, constitutes the limiting condition 
of wheat culture in the North-west; but that neither the Saskatchewan nor the 
Peace River countries he upon the actual ve1·ge of the profitable cultivation of wheat 
appears to bo proved by the fact that oats succeed on the Saskatchewan, and also 
-in so far as one or two season-, can be accepted as evidence-on the Peace River ; 
while it is well known that this cereal is less tolerant of summer frost than wheat. 
This is further proved by the fact that at F0rt Vermilion and Athabaska Lake, 180 
and 300 miles respectively 110rth-east of Dunvogan, Prof. Macoun found wheat and 
b3rley ripening well; but in this instance the fact is complicated by the circumstance 

• Geology and Resources of the 49th Parallel 1875, p. 279. 
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of the Jecreasing altitu~e of the country, which introduces a new ~ondit~o?· As no
knowledge has been gamed of this country on the Lower Peace m add1t1~n to ~hat 
collected by Prof. Macoun in 1875,* it is not included in the above d1scusswnr 
~hough from it additional great areas might doubtless be added to the fertile tract. 

Referring to the journals kept at Fort St. John, Mr. Selwyn, in the report alr~ady 
several times referrAd to, comes to the conclusion that the climate of the Peace Rtver 
compares favorably with that of the Saskatchewan country, or Montreal. 

It has often been stated in n. general way that the cause of the exceptionally 
favorable climate of the Saskatchewan and Peace River countries, as compared with 
those of the eastern portion of the American continent, is to be found in the pre
valence of warm westerly winds from the Pacific. Sir Alexander Mackenzie speaks 
of these westerly winds m winter, writing:-'' I had already observed at Athabaska, 
that this wind never failed to bring us elear mild weather, whereas, when it blew 
ft·om the opposite quarter, it produced snow. Here it is much more perceptible, for 
if it blows hard Routh-west for four hours a thaw is the consequence, and if the wind 
is at north-east it brings sleet and snow. To this cause it may be attributed that 
there is so little snow in this part of the world. These warm winds come off the 
Pacific Ocean, which cannot, in a direct line, be very far from us, the distance being 
so short that, though they pa~s over mountains covered with snow, there is not time 
for them to cool." t 

Further south these south-westerly currents are known as 'Uhinook winds,' 
and similar consequences are observed to accompany their occurrence. Sir Alex
ander :YI ackenzie, howevm·, in the summer of 1793, found the distance to the Pacific 
coast from his wintering-place, at the mouth of Smoky River, greater than he 
appears to have imagined at the time he penned the above quoted remarks, and it is 
difficult indeed, to understand how currents of air, blowing for at least 350 miles 
across a country which is for the most part mountainous, should retain enough 

• warmth to temper effectually, the climate of the plains to the east. This difficulty 
would appear to be particularly great in summer, when the mountains are largely 
snow-clad and the mean temperature of the Peace and Saskatchewan Valleys, is pro
bably considerably in excess of that of the region intervening between them and the 
sea. 

The complete explanation is to be found in the great quantity of heat rendered 
latent when moisture is evaporated or air expanded in volume, but which becomes 
sensible again on condensation of the moisture or compression of the air. 

The pressure in the upper regions of the atmosphere being so much less than in 
the lower, a body of air rising from the sea-level to the summit of the coast moun
tains must expand, which implying molecular work, results in an absorption of heat 
and consequent cooling. The amount of this coling has been estimated at about 1° 
Centigrade for 100 metres of ascent when the air is dry, but becomes reduced to l 
degree when the temperature has fallen to ~he dew-puint of the atmosphere and pre
cipitation of moisture as cloud, rain or snow begins; the beat resulting from this , 
condensation retarding to a certain degree the cooling due to the expansion of the 
air. "'\Vhen the air descends again on the further side of the mountain range, 
its condensation leads to an increase of sensible heat equal to 1° C. for each 100 
metres. t It is owing to this circumstance that places in the south of Greenland, on 
the west coast, during the prevalence of south-eastel'ly winds which flow over the 
high interior of the country, have been found, in winter, to experience for a time a 
temperatu1·e higher than that of North Italy, or the south of France, though the north 
Atlantic Ocean from whieh the winds come can have been little above the 
freezing-point at this season. The wind well known in the Alps as the foehn, is 
another example of the same phenomenon. 

• Report of Progress of Geol. Survey, Canada, 1875-76. 

t Voyages, p. 138. 
+The figures are Dr. Hann's, quoted by Hoffmeyer in the Danish Geographical Society's Jou~nal, 

and reproduced in Nature, August, 1877. 
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The data are wanting for an accurate investigation of the circumstances of our
west coast in this regard, but a general idea of the fact may be gained. We may 
ass~me that the air at the sea level is practically saturated with moisture, or already 
at Its dew-poiitt, that in crossing the mountainous region the average height to which 
the air is carried is about 2,000 metres (6,560 feet), and that it descends to a level of 
about 700 metres (2,296 feet) in the Peace River country. The loss of sensible heat 
on -elevation would, in this case, amount to 10° C. (18° F.), the gain on descent to 
the level of 700 metres to 13° C. (23·4° F.). The amount of heat lost by the air during 
its passage across the mountainous region, by radiation and contact with the snowy 
peaks, cannot be determined. lt is of course much greater in winter than in 
summer, and depends, also on the speed with which the current of air travels. 
Taking the mean summer temperature of the coast at about 12° C., (54° F.) and 
allowing several degrees for loss of radiation, it becomes easy to understand how the 
western prairies may be flooded with air nearly as warm as that of the coast, though. 
it has travelled to them over a region comparatively cold. 

Owing to the great width of the mountain barrier, the main result i::l complicated 
by local details, regions of considerable precipitation occurring at each important 
mountain range, with subsidiary drier regions in the lee. The last of these regions 
of precipitation is that of the Rocky Mountain range, properly so-called. By this a 
further addition of heat is made to the air, which then flows down as a dry and warm 
current to the east. 

In addition to the favorable climatic conditions indicated by the thermometer,. 
the length of the day in summer in the higher northern latitudes favours the rapid 
and vigorous growth of vegetation, and takes the place, to a certain extent, of heat in this 
respect. This has been supposed to be the case from the luxuriant vegetation of some 
northtlrn region, but Alfonse de Candolle has put the matter beyond doubt by subject
ing it to direct experiment. In latitude 56° which may be taken as representing 
that of much of the Peace River country, sunrise on 21st June, occurs at 3h. 12m.t 
sunset at 8h. 50m.; while six degrees further south, in latitude 50°, which 
may be assumed to represent Manitoba, sunrise occurs on the same day at 3h. 49m., 
sunset at 8h. 13m. The duration of sunlight, in the first case, is 17h. 38m.; in the 
second, 16h. 24 m., or one hour and a quarter in excess in the northern locality. 
This excesR of course decreases to zero at the spring and autumn equinoxes, and 
the difference is reversed in the winter. 

A further circumstnnce giving to the Peace River country and that on the upper- J 
part of the Saskatchewan, other things being equal, a value as farming land acre for 
acre considerably greater than thllt of most parts of the North-west, is the immunity 
of this region from the visits of the devastating locust or grasshopper (Caloptenus \ 
spretus). I have elsewhere discussed the que~:~tion of locust invasions, in several 
papers,* and it has since been taken up by the United States Entomological Commis
sion.t It must suffice to state here, that while long series of years may pass without 
the occurrence of serious invasions, these must continue always, or at least for a very 
long time, to constitute a drawback to the whole territory lying south of a line 
drawn about sixty miles south of Edmonton, and thence nearly following the border 
of the wooded country eastward and southward to Manitoba. 

(2) General Geological features, and Minerals of Economic Importance. 

The rocks of the coast of the northern part of British Columbia and its aujacent 
islands, resemble those of the southet·n part of the coast, in the same line of striker 
and the Victoria series of Vancouver Island. The age of these rocks I believe to be 
not greater than .Palaeozoic, though thei; cryst:alline.and highly altered appearance 
might, at first stght, suggest a comparison wtth sttll older series. They may be 

• Canadian Naturalist, Vol. VIII., pp. 119, 2071 411. 

t First Annual Report, United States Entomological Commission, 1878. 
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-described, generally, as consisting' of gneisscs, diorites, mica and hornblcnde-sc~i~ts, 
with occasional limestones and gt·eat masses of granite or diorite of intrusive or1gm. 
About Port Simpson and Metla-Katla these rocks are predominantly schistose and 
<lark in colour. Mica-schist, generally rather fine grained and often glossy, very 
·-dark and containing some graphite, is the most abundant material. 

The dip of the beds is generally north-eastward at high angles. The resem
blance of some of these schists to the auriferous rocks of Cariboo and Leech River, 
Vancouver Island, is close, but I cannot learn that gold in paying quantity has been 
.found in connection with them on this part of the coast. Limestone is found in 
association with them in some places. Copper ores appear to occur pretty frequently 
in these or the associated gneissic rocks of the Coast Ranges, but though much pros
pecting has been done no permanent mines have been established. A rather promis
ing cupriferous vein has been discovered by Mr. J. W. McKay on the slopd of the hill 
immediately behind the Hudson Bay Company's buildings at Port Simpson. 

f n Work Channel the rocks appear to be chiefly schistose, like those of Port 
Simpsoo, but massive granites or granitoid gneisses occur on the eastern shore and 
probably constitute the range of mountains which follow it. At Port Essington, at 
the mouth of the Skeena, the rock is a grey hornblendic granite, traversed by dykes 
similar in composition but coarser in texture. For about sixty mile up the Skeena 
from this point, gneissic and schistose rocks, micaceous or hornblendic, and belong
ing to the metamorphic series of the Coast Ranges, continue to prevail, and are shown 
often in great bare mountain sides, on which vegetation is prevented by the occurence 
of snow-slides. There is no doubt that if required, building stone of fair quality. 
could be obtained in many places from the rocks of this series. 

Above the point just indicated, the rocks bordering the Skeena change their 
~baracter, being of much newer appearance, chiefly felspathic in composition, and, 
in fact, rept·esenting with little doubt the Porphyrite group of my reports of 1875 
and 1876. The rocks are greenish, purplish or gray, frequently fragmental, forming 
agglomerates, or passing over into conglomerates. The boulders and gravel of the 
rtver-bed at the same time change their character, being now almost entirely composed 
of these porphyrites while Mr. Cambie informs me that the stones in the Zymoetz 
are also similar, proving that the porphyritic rocks have here a wide extension. At 
Ksipkeeagh Rapid, where a short portage is nece::~saty, the rock over which the 
canoe is dragged is a rather coarse-gtained grey granite, probably intrusive. It 
appears capable of being quarried into blocks of fair size, breaking along planes of 
jointage which are nearly vertical, and run S. 50° E., N. 50° W., magnetic. 'l'he range 
of high mountains abutting on the river above Ksipkeeagh appear from a dititance to be 
composed of granite, or some similar massive 1ock. At Kitsalas Canyon the rocks 
seem to belong to the porphyritic series, but are much confused and fractured. They 
..are bard, greenish, and felspathic, with no apparent bedding. 

The Chimdemash River of the map, four miles ab)ve Kitsalas, appears to be 
that known also as Seba.stipool Creek, and if so, is the locality from which a specimen 
·Of quartz yielding $42.18 of gold, $13.2!) of silver to the ton was brought. The vein 
yielding this ore has, I believe, been explored to a small extent, but never systemati
·cally worked. 

Between this place and Quatsalix Canyon, rocks of the porphyritic series arc pro
.bably most abundantly represented among the mountains generally, bnt become 
associated with a considerable and increasing proportion of ordinary sedimentary 
sandstones not showing evidence of volcanic action. 

Fossils also occur in altered ash rocks, like those of the Iltasyouco River,* in
·clnding belemnites, trigonius, and a coral. These rocks are probably of the same a..O'e 
with those of the Iltasyouco, which, though stated in a previous report to be J urassic, 
!ir. \Vhiteaves is now inclined to regard as probably Cretaceous. In this part of the 
rive( .. cxtensive exposnrcs of granite also occur, the material being without doubt' 

* Report of Progres~, Geol. Survey of Canada1 1876-77. 
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intrusive. At Quatsalix Canyon the rocks are grey h:ud sand::;tone or quartzites, 
with blackish argillies, often arenaceous, and generally well bedded, and resembEng 
those of t heN echacco series of my report of 1876. 

Rocks of the kind last mentioned continue to prevail to the mouth of the Kitse
guecla River, where carbonaceous shales were observed to be included in the series for 
the first time. These are so homogeneous and dark in color that they resemble coals,. 
and on close examination small fragments deserving to be called coal, and probably 
representing portions of individual stems which have been imbedded in the formation, 
may be found. The carbonaceous shales are generally more or less lentieular, and 
the rocks at this place are very much disturbed. Ironstone in nodules, and irregular 
she<>ts is abundant in some parts ot the formation. 

In the rugged mountainous country between the Forks of the Skeena and the
lower or north end of Babine Lake, the rocks seen in the vicinity of the trail are 
probably entirely of !fesozoic age, and resemble those found on the Skeena from 
Kwatsalix to the Fol·ks. They are generally sandstones of fine or coarse grain, 
occasionally felspathic or replaced by porphyrite-like and sometimes brecciated 
rocks. Carbonaceous shales and imbedded fragments of plants were occasionally 
found, and in one place a few molluscs. The strike is generally nearly true north 
and south, but subject to great local irregularity. In the bed of the Tzes-a-tza-kwa 
River, near the point at which the trail from the Porks reacheR Babine Lake, frag
ments resembling coal were found, but <.;ontain too much earthy matter'to be useful 
as a fuel. From the appearance of the mountains visible from different points in this 
region it seems probable that Mesozoic rocks of the kind described are very widely 
spread in thi:s part of the province, a belief confirmed by a number of small speci
mens collected by Mr. Horetzky in neighbouring regions, during the expedition ot 
last summer. 

Precisely what horizon these rocks represent it is, as present, impossiLI13 to tell, 
or as yet to enter into any details as to their arrangement or thickness. From their 
relation to the Porphyrite series above referred to, it appears, however, that 
they mu::lt represent, at least in part, the coal-bearing series of the Queen Charlotte 
Islands and Quatsino Sound, while they may even extend upward to include rocks of 
the horizon of those of Comox and Nanaimo. 

The mere existence of rock~ of this age, is not necessarily in itself, to be regarded 
as establishing a pr0bability of the occurence of coal seams of economic value, but 
the general dissemination over t.h? district of coaly shalc_s containing impu.r~ coaJ ,. 
points to the occurrence of cond1t10ns such as those requu·ed for the depo~::ntwn of 
true coals and indicatef the possibility, if not the probability, of the occurrence of 
coal beds 'of economic value in some part of the region. Specimens of some of these 
coaly materials collected by myself have not yet ?een subje~ted to examination, but 
wo collected by Mr. Horetzky, and analysed at hts request m the laborll-tory of the 

survey, are reported on as follows by Mr. C. Hoffmann. 
Specimen labelled Skeena, Station 37, nine miles above the Forks. 

Colour, black; lustre, for the greater part, bright, but contains occasional dull 
layers consisting apparently of carbonaceous shale. It is rather brittle, does not soil 
the :fidgees; takes fire in a la~p flame, bm:ning with a bright s?mewhat smoky flame,. 
and evolving an empyrumatic od?ur; ~~ the clos?d t~be y10lda water and tarry 
matter. Colour of powder, black, w1th a famt browmsh tmge; the sam pie communi . 
cated no coloration to a boiling solution of caustic potash. 

By slow and fast coking the following results were obtained :-
Slow Coking. Fast Coking. 

Hygroscopic water........................ . ..... .... 1·05 1 ·05 
Volatile combustible matter...... ............... 15·3.1 19·09 
Fixed carbon .. .. .. . .. .. . .•. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . ... ... . .. .. . 42 70 38·9o 
Ash...................................................... 40·90 40·. 0 

100 GO 
Ratio of volatile combustible matter to :fixed 

carbon ...•..............•....••................... 1-2·78 

100·00 

1-2·04 
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By slow coking the under portion of the powder alone was sintered, the middle 

:and upper portions remaining pulverulent. Fast coking gave a firmer coke. Ash, 

pale cream colour. 

Specimen labelled Skeena, Statinn 65, twenty miles above the Forks. 

The specimen was made up of alternate dull layers of what appeared to be 

~arbonaceous shale, and a bright black coal. Occasionally these latter exhibited a 
conchoidal fracture; but generally showed a very distinct columnar struc

t ure, at right angles to the plane of bedding. It does not soil the fingers. In the 

close~ tube yields water, but scarcely any tarry matter; evolves however, a faint 

empyrumatic odour. Colour of the powder, black ; communicates no color to a 

boiling Holution of caustic potash. 
Analy:::lis by slow and fast coking give the following results :-

Hygroscopic water .......................... . 
Volatile combustible matter ............... . 
Fixed carbon .................................. . 
Ash ............................................. . 

Ratio of volatile combustible matter to 
fixed carbon ............................ . 

Slow Coking. 

1 52 
7·63 

45·61 
45·~4 

] 00·00 

1-639 

Fast Coking. 

1·52 
7·20 

4li·Ot 
45·2-! 

100·00 

1-5·G7 

Both slow and fast coking gave a pulverulent coke. Coloc of ash almost white. 
In addition to these, I receive1 f1·om Mr. Hankin, when at the Forks of the 

Skeena, a small specimen of true coal, apparent of excellent quality. This material 

came from a point in the Watsonquah River, about eighteen miles from the Forks, 
and it is reported by the Indians to occur in quantity. I was unable to visit the 

locality, but it lies nearly on the strike of the carbonaceous beds seen near the mouth 

of the Kitseguecla, on the Skeena, and may therefore occur in a horizon nearly the 

same. Arrangements were made to procure a larger specimen, but this has not yet 

.arrived. 
Mr. lloffmann has examined a fragment of this coal, on which he reports as 

follows.-
Very compact, homogeneous, hard ~nd brittle. Does not soil the fingers. Color 

black, but with a just perceptible brownish tinge. Lustre dull resinous. Fracture 

-conchoidal. Takes fire in a lamp flame, burning with a bright flame (which however 
soon dies out on removal from the source of heat),with emission of smoke and a slight 

empyrumatic odour. Heated in a covered crucible it produces a large amount of 

-flame. In the closed tube yields a considerable quantity of tarry~ product. Its 

powder did not impart the slightest coloration to a broiling solution of cau~tic 

potash. 
An analysis by fast coking gave the following results:-

Volatile matter ......................................................... . 
FixP-d carbon .......................................................... .. 
Ash ....................................................................... . 

40·52 
57·51 
1·~7 

100·00 

A determination of the water gave 0·85 per cent., as however, owino- to lack of 

material, no control was made, the amount of this constituent is included in the num

ber indicating volatile matter. Rapid heating gave a firm coke. The ash which 

was somewhat bulky, had a slight reddish brown color and agglutinated slightly at a 

bright red heat. This is an excellent fuel and closely resembles a coal of the true 
coal measures. 
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.In the .present isolated po ition of the northern interior of Bt·itish Columbia, the 
possible ex1stence of workable deposits of coal is a matter of indifference, but in the 
.event of the opening of &.ny rente through it, it would be exceedingly desirable to 
have all parts of the extensive Mesozoic area subjected to a geological examination 
.as close as possible. 

Gold has not been found exten8ively, or in such quantity, as to give rise to per
manent mining on the Skeena or the Nnsse. 

The hills behind the Hudson Bay post, on the east side of the north or lower 
.end of Babine Lake, are ofsandstones and fine·grained conglomerate~ with a strike of 
~· 15° K .Cm~g.) and high north-westerly dips. Some beds might form good build
wg mater1al1f opened below the frost·shattered surface. For some distance south
ward on the lake, similar rocks prevail, but from Na-tal-kuz Mountain and the second 
Hudson Bay post to the head of the lake, rocks which may be referred to the Cache 
Creek group of the interior of Briti:jh Columbia, and are proba:-.ly Carboniferous in 
age, appear to form the sub-structure of the country; while Tet·tiary volcanic 
materials lie upon them, and characterize long stretches o: the lake shore. Banded 
limestones and marbles occur on the north bank, near the great bend of the lake. 
Tho rocks of the portage, for some miles from Babine Lake, appear to be Tertiary, 
while near the head of Stuart Lake massive grey horn blendic granite occurs. In 
travelling down Stuart Lake, in haste and with bad weather, very little chance oc
CUI-red for the examination of the rocks. The granite above referred to is soon, 
however, replaced by a schistose greenish and greyish series, and in the hills north 
of the Pinchi Rivel', massive limestone beds were first made out. These run south
eastward forming the range along the north-east side of the lake~ and culminating in 
Na-katl, or Pope's Cradle1 4,800 feet in height, a few miles from Fort St. James. These 
limestones have already been described* and are lmcwn to be of Carboniferous age. 

Between Fort St. James, on StuartLake, and Fort McLeod, the surface is almost 
(Werywhere covered with drift deposits, and consequently, though travelling nearly 
at right angles to the general strike of the rockA of this part of the province, little 
can bo ascertained as to their character. Neither the Tertiary basin, previously outlined 
on the Lower N echacco River, nor that of the vicinity of Fort George, appears to 
extend as far north as the line of route just referred to. There appear, however, to 
be outlying patches of Tertiary volcanic rocks, which rest upon the older formations. 
These, as indicated chiefly by the debris and drift of the surface, and stones found in 
brooks, seem to include ro~ks both of the Cache Creek and Mesozo~ series. On Long 
Lake River, near Iroquois Creek, ro~'ks with little doubt belonging to the first men
tioned series occur and include felspathic materials and bands oflimestone. In the vicin
ity of Fort McLeod,rocks similar to these, but with thicker beds oflimestone, are found. 
North of Fort McLeod, on the Parsnip, Mr. Selwyn believes an area of Tertiary 
lignite-bearing rocks to extend as far as the mouth of the Nation River. Lignite was 
observed in places near the junction of the Pack, or l\IrLeod's Lake River, with 
the Parsnip, and loose blocks of a q uajty likely to be serviceable as fuel, were found 
scattered further down. t 

In continuing eastward from the Parsnip River by the "Misinchinca, the country, 
to Azouzetta Lake at the summit ofthe Pine River Pass, is characterized by schistose 
and slaty rocks, with occasional bands of quartzite. The schists are generally mica
ceous and often very bright, with lustrous surfaces which are not unfrequently 
minutely wrinkled. Those together form a well marked series, and as they occupy 
a belt of country about twenty miles in width, and are generally at high angles, are 
doubtless many times l'epeated hy folding. These rocks appear to overlie the massive 
limestones of the central range of the R•)cky .Monntains,wbich appear to be of Carboni
ferous or Dcvonian age. From their litho logical identity there can be little doubt that 
they represent the auriferous series ofCariboo, but they have not here been extensi\·ely 
prospected~ and no paying do posits of g >Id have been found in this pat·t of the country. 

* Report of Progress, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1876-77, page 55. 

t Report of Progress, Geol. Survey of Canala, 1875-76, p. 71. 
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On the uppor part of the Misinchinca, numerous 'colors' may be obtained on the bars. 
of the river, and while it is possible that rich auriferous deposits may yet be found 
here, it should be mentioned that the rocks are not so extensively traversed by quartz 
veins as in the Cariboo region. 

It is apparently on the north-western extension of this belt of scbistose rocks, 
that the Omineca gold district is Aituated. The known auriferous localities here lie 
about fifty miles north of a line passing westward from the Pine Pass by Forts McLeod 
and St. J ames. There are three routes by which Omenica may be reached. First from 
the coast by the Skeena River, Babine Portage and Firepan Pass. This route ili 
travelled by canoe and on foot. Second by trail from Fort St. J ames, practicable for 
pack animals; and third by canoe or boat from the eastward by the Peace and Finlay 
Rivers. Without entering into details, a glance at the map will show how com
pletely isolated this district is, and account tor the scarcity and high price of pro
visions, which has prevented the working of any but good paying claims and hindered 
the thorough examination of the country. 

Some facts in connection with this district have been given by me in a previous 
report,* but it has never been visited by any member of the Geological Survey. The 
main points which seem to bear on the possible future of the district are as follows :
The existence of rich deposits of gold, and the possibility that with greater facility 
of access the known area covered by these would be increased, and that it would be
come possible to work those of a lower grade. The occurrence of pellets of native
silver or amalgam in association with the gold. It may not be found possible to 
trace this material to veint; of workable dimensions, but its presence seems in some 
degree to show the general argentiferous character of the district. The chief promise 
of future importance as a mining centre seems to lie, however, in the fact that highly 
argcnti.ferous galena occur in some abundance, and, it is reported, in well-defined 
:md wide veins. These it is at present impossible to utilize, owing to the cost of labor 
and carriage, but the subjoined particulars may serve to give some idea of the char
acter of the deposits. 

According to Mr. Woodcock, of Victoria, some of the most important veins are 
in the vicinity of a stream called Boulder Creek. 

That known as the "Arctic Circle" is said to be about twenty feet wide, and to 
show about four feet of highly metalliferous ore. It is exposed by the brook in a 
face about thirty feet high. The claim adjoining this is called the "Black Warrior," 
and shows a vein eight feet wide ofnearly pure galena. Other specimens have been 
obtained from places within a radius of eight miles from this locality. 

Near Lost Creek a vein known as the "Champion Ledge" is found, and runs 
nearly parallel with the stream. Particulars as to its size are wanting. Anothe~ 

vein in the creek is reported to be twenty feet wide. 
Mr. \Voodcock has favored mo with copies of the following analyses of two speci

mens of the ores from this district, by Messrs. Johnston, Matthy & Co., London,. Eng
land. 

Arctic Circle VeiJt. 

Lead 
Iron ................................................ , .................... . 
Silver .................•.......................................... 
Sulphur .................................................. . 
Silica ........................................•........ 
Alumina ............................................. . 
Combined water ............................•....... 
Ox}Tgcn and loss ...................... · ....... · · · · · · ... . 

Silver equal to 44·2 oz. per ton of 20 cwt. 

• Report of Progress, Geol. S•1rvey of Canada, 1876-77, p. 116. 

26·8(} 
2·50 
0·13 
6 35 

61·60. 
1·40 
0·9fi 
0·27 
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~ second analysis of the Arctic Circle ore, is by G. W. Hopkins, San Francisco, 
and g1ves the following result:

Silver, per ton, 40·Rl oz. or $52. '16. 
Gold, truce. 
Pig lead would contain about 50 oz. to the ton. 

Black Warrior Vein. 
Lead ........ ....... ....................................................... . 
Iron ......................................................................... . 
Silver .......................... .......................................... . 
Sulphur ............................................................... . 
Silica ........................... ....................................... . 
Alumina ................................................... .... : ... . 
Combined water .................................................. . 
Oxygen and loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .........•. 

20·25 
2·15 
0·09 
4·80 

69·80 
1·50 
1·00 
1·41 

100·00 
Silver equal to 29·8 oz. per ton of 20 cwt. 
A second assay of the "Black Warrior,'' by Mes:;rs. Riehn, Hemme & Uo., San 

Francisco, showed the sample to contain 98 oz. or $126:70 of silver to the ton, equal 
to $187.10 per ton of pig lead. 

Two assays of specimens of ore from a deposit known as the "Mammoth Ledge " 
gave the following results. Assay b_y Thos. Price, San Francisco :- ' 

Gold, per ton, -fir oz ........ ............................................ $ 2. 06 
Silver do 32-h oz ................................... ........ 41.89 

$43.95 
Clean galena would assay, $131.85. 
Assay by Messrs. Riehn, Hemme & Co., San Francisco:-

Gold, per ton .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .... .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . . $ 6·28 
Silver do ................ ....... .......... ... .. . . . . ............. 91·13 

$9'1·41 
Pig lead would contain 207 ounces to the ton. 
A specimen of quartz with galena, from a stream near Mansen Creek in the same 

district was examined by Mr. Hoffmann some year~:~ ago *and found to contain 8·971 
oz. of ~ilverto the ton, with traces of gold, but, as ~ir . Hoffmarm remarks, the silver is 
confined to the galena, of whic? only a sm~ll quantity occurs in the vein-stone, and 
which must consequently be h1ghly argent1ferous. An analy::3is of a sample of galena 
from tbe Arctic Circle vein, separated as far as po:;sible from the gangue, in the 
labOI·atory of the Survey, gave 128 oz. of silver to the ton. A specimen of ore from 
the Champion Ledge, including galena and gangue, showed 20 oz. of silver to the 
ton and a trace of gold. 

It would thus appear that a considerable percentage of silvee oncurs in all the 
o-alena ores examined from this district, and th'l.t if the veins nre sufficiently large 
~nd constant in character, the region must be of impol'tance when sutfieient means 
of acce~s to it are provided. 

All these ores might, by ordinary process of dressing and wal:3hin0', be raised 
nearly to the grade which .they show when the preciou8 m0tn.ls are calculated to the 
proportion of galena contamed. . . 

During the summer of 18'19, there were, ns 1 have been lllformcd1 about sixty 
white men engaged in mining. ~t Ominecn, with twenty Chinamen, and sixty to 
seventy Indians, the latter recmvtng wages as laboret·s of $3 a day. I am inclined to 
believe, however, that these figures may be rather above the mark than below it, -• Report of Progress, 1875-76, p. 430, 1876-771 p. l 16. 

3 
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To the north-east of the schistose rocks, and apparently underlying them, are 
the massive limestones which form the axial mountains of the Rocky Mountain 
range. These, in their direction of strike, sre parallel to the general north-westerly 
and south-easterly trend of the range. From the line of the summit, or Azouzetta 
Lake Valley, the width of the limestones and other old rocks measured transversely 
· · about five or six miles only. On the north-eastward side of the range, the lime
stones become associated with quartzites which may be of greater age, and with 
blackish shales and slaty rocks holding Monotis subcircularis, and therefore to be 
assigned to the Triassic period. These rocks of the axis of the mountains are not 
known to be of any e0onomic importance, though in some places capable of yielding 
building stone of fair quality. 'Colors' of gold may be obtained in the upper 
part of the Pine Ri.'er, as on the Misiuchinca. 

From the point on the upper Pine River last described, rocks probably for the 
most }Jart of Cretaceous age, but possibly passing up into Tertiary in some places, 
extend over the whole upper part of the basin of the Peace River. A line drawn 
from this point north-north-westward to near the confluence of :he Otter Tail River 
with the Paace-a distance of about forty-five p1iles-probably marks with approxi
mate accuracy, for a portion of its length, the junction of these newer rocks with the 
main maRs of the older rocks of the axis of the mountains. There is evidence that 
this line is nearly that of the shore at the time of the deposit of the Cretaceous rocks, 
and that the present axial elevations of the Rocky Mountains have stood as an island 
or islands above the Cretaceous sea. Cherty fragments, like those associated 
with the limestones of the mountt~ins, are found abundantly in the conglomerateR and 
sands tones of the newer serietl. The existence of the remains of plants, and of seams, 
of coal in different parts of the newer rocks, show that the sea must have been a 
shallow one, and by occasional elevations, patches at least of its bed were, from time 
to time, converted into land areas. 

It is in these rocks, forming a zone to the east of the Rocky Mountains, that the 
most proiPising coal-fields of the North-west lie, and they are now known to be 
characterized by the presence of coal from the Peace River to the 49th parallel. 
Their study is consequently attended with interest, and much additional light has 
been thrown upon it by the examination of sections in the Peace River region, last 
summer. 'rill maps are complete, and the whole of the observations properly dis
cussed, it would be unwise to attempt to enter into detail, but some points bearing on 
the carboniferous character of the formation may be given. 

In the vicinity of the mountains, the rocks are much flexed, but the undulations 
gradually lessen a::l the mountains are left behind, and the beds become at length 
horizontal, or so nearly so that no inclination of a fixed character can be detected by 
ordinary methods. Near the mountains the rocks are almost entirely sands tones, 
and often quite coarse and associated with conglomerates. Further off, shaly inter
calations appe2.r, and eventually two well marked and thick zones of dark colored 
shales are found, separated by a zone of sandstone and shales, and capped above by a 
second sandstone and shale formation, which may possibly belong to the lower part 
of the Tertiary. 

In both the horizons characterized by sandstones coal is found, and 
while as above stated the upper may represent a portion of the Tertiary, the lower is 
certainly well down in the Cretaceous formation. This in itself is a point of COT'sider
able importance, showing that the carboniferous character of the rocks ia not confined 
to a single series of beds, but recurs at two stages. It aleo, probably confirms the 
view advanced by Dr. Hector an<i supported by Mr. Selwyn, for the Saskatchewan 
country, as to tho existence of a coal-bearing horizon in the Cretaceous of that region 
in addition to that of the Tertiary or Laramie age. 

The localities in which coal is known to occur in the lower or certainly Cretace
ous zone are :-Table Mountain, Coal Brook and vicinity, Portage Mountain and the 
lower part of Smoky River. 

Table Mountain 1s t:Jituated on the south bank of Pine River between the Lower 
and Middle Fo~·ks. It was examined by Mr. Selwyn in 1875, who describes the coal as 
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o~c~rring in four seams, in descending order, six inches, eight inches, two feet and 
SIX mches thick respectively. 

The coal is stated to be of good quality, but bas not been analyzed. 
Coal Brook joins the south branch of Pine River a few miles from the Lower 

ForkR, and though a comparatively small stream, has formed numerous fine sections in 
the soft Uretaceous rocks. Coal was discovered here by Mr. J. Hunter in 1877, and is 
mentioned by him in the Canadian Paeific Railway Report for 1878 (p. 79). Mr. 
Hunter favored me with specimens collected by him at this time, and 1 have since 
personally examined the locality. The 1·ocks are probably nearly on the same 
horizon as those of Table Mountain. The coal is of good quality and oecurs in 
several beds, which are however, so far as observed, all very thin, the thickest 
measuring about six inches. Coal also occurs on the south branch of Pine River 
above the mouth of Coal Ureek, and thet·e is much ground to hope for the ultimate 
discovery of coal seams of workable thickness m this region. 

Portage Mountain is cut through by the canyon of the Peace River above Hud
son's Hope. The thickest seam observed by Mr. Selwyn in this place, was again but 
six inches,* but in July last Mr. H. J. Cambie noticed one about two feet in thick
ness. 

The following analysis of a specimen of coal from this place is published by Dr. 
Harrington.t 

Slow coking. Fast coking. 
Water ................. , .............................. . 2·10 2.10 
Volatile combustible matter ..................... . 21·54 25.09 
Fixed carbon ......................................... . 71·63 68·08 
Ash ..................................................... . 4•73 4·'73 

100·00 100·00 

Ratio of volatile to fixed combustible by slow coking 1-3·32, by fast coking 1-2·71. 
By rapid heating the coal yielded a fine coke, and it may be regarJed in all respects 
as a fuel of excellent quality, only requiring to be found in sufficient quantity to 
claim importance. 

The coal referred to as occurring on this horizon on the lower Smoky River is in 
itself of no importance whatever, being but 2~ inches thick. With the fact of the 
abundance of impressions of roots and branches in the 1'3andstone is shows merely the 
carboniferous character of the formation to this point. It appears at the very sum
mit of the series of sandstones forming the lower group, at their junction with the 
overlying bluish shales. 

On Riviere Brule, near its mouth, about fourteen miles from Dunvegan, my 
assi tant, Mr. McConnell, examined a repol'ted coal seam, which proved to be a 
lignite coal of inferior quality, and about twelve inches only in thickness. Coal or 
lignite is also reported to occur on Rat Rivet· ten or fifteen miles above Dunvegan, 
but the locality was not visited. It is probable that in both these places it is the 
lower ot· distinctively Cretaceous series of sandstone anJ slates which hold the coal. 

Of localtties showing coal or lignite in the upper series of sandstones and 
slates which may, so far as present information goes, represent the uppermost part 
of th~ Cretaceous, or the overlying Laramie group ; the first discovered is Mountain 
Creek joining Elk River, about fifty-eight miles in a direction nearly due south from 
Dunv~gan. -The bed'::! found here were agajn quite thin, but the bars in the stream 
are strewn with large blocks which ~ppear to be of bituminou~ coal rather than lig
nite and are of good quality as a fuel. These must be derived from thicker beds 
tha~ tho::5e examined, but which may be below the water-level. 

The banks vf the Elk River, above the mouth of Mountain Creek, show similar 
fra()"ments of coal more or less rounded, and on the Smoky Rivet·, below the mouth 

b 

•Report of Progress, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1875-76, p. 63. 
tReport of Progress, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1876-77, table facing p 470. 
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of the Elk, near the base of the upper sandstone series, a seam of good coal five 

inches in thickness was seen. Drift coal found on the upper part of the main Smoky 

probably also belongs to this upper sandstone series. 

Sandstones and shales, which might represent either the uppet· or lower series 

above refcned to, occur on the Athabasca .River, and were observed in many places 

above Old Fort Assineboine to hold coal tleams. Two of these were noticed to be 

of remarkable persistency, and though generally thin, the upper seam was found 

in one place to measure ten feet in thickness, including however a few shaly part

ings which would reduce the thickness of good coal or lignite to nine feet two inches. 

This is separated by about twenty feet of soft sandstone from the lower seam, 

which is compact and of good appearance and about three feet in thickness. 

On a stream entering Les&er Slave Lake from the north, near its eastern end, 

Mr. McConnell observed numerous fragments of Hgnite of good quality, but all con

siderably rounded, showing that they had been brought from some distance. 

It wou]d thus appear that while in the region lying between the Athabasca and 

the Peace rivers, no coal seams sufficiently thick to be of great economic value have 

yet been discovered, that coal and lignite of good quality occur in two distinct 

series of beds. Wherever natural sections of these occur in the valleys of rivers and 

streams, coal in greater or less quantity is found, and the persistently carboniferous 

character of the beds thus abundantly proven. There can be little doubt that beds of 

a workable character occur in different parts of this region and will be found by 

further search. 
On the extension of these formations to the south-eastward, a bed of coal, reported 

to be eight feet in thickness, occurs near the projected railway crossing of theN orth 

Pembina River, while between Fort Edmonton and the mouth of the Brazeau River, 

on the Saskatchewan, a seam of coal fifteen to twenty feet in thickness was dis

covered by Mr. Selwyn in 18'73 ;* other thick seams are reported on the upper 

part of the Brazeau. 
An analysis of the fuel from the North Pembina River made in 18'74 by 

Prof. Haanel, gives the following composition:-

Water .................................................................
.. .. 

Volatile combustible matter ...... ................................. .. 

Fixed carbon .................................................. . 

Ash ..........................................................
..... .. 

11·88 
28·66 
5'7·25 

2·21 

100·00 

The coal collected by Mr. Sel wyn at the place above referred to on the Saskat-

chewan yielded to Dr. Jlarrington the following result on analysis by slow coking :-

Water ....... , ., ............. ................................... ...... 10·09 

Volatile combustible matter.............. ......... ................. . 28·69 

Fixed carbon............... ......... ......... ...... ...... ............... 54·96 

Ash................................................... ............ . ........ 5·45 

100·00 

While neithe1· of these can be classed as true bituminous coals, they are fuels of 

great value, and compare closely with those brown coals used extensively on the line 

of the Union Pacific Hail way in the Rocky Mountain region. 

In many localities on the Peace River, and between that stream and the Atha

basca, clay ironstone in nodules and nodular sheets is abundant; but generally not 

in such quantity as to justify a belief in its economic importance. On the lower part 

of Smoky River, however, great quantities of ironstone apparently of excellent quality 

might be collected fi·om the bars and beaches, while in few plaecs in the banks, 

zones largely composed of ironstone and of considerable thickn v~:-: ( \( ' ( 'lll'. 

• Report of Progress, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1873-74, p. 49. 



As alt·eady st&ted, gold in sm~U quantity may be found in both the 1\f.isinchinca 
~nd upper part of Pine River, while as stated by Mr. Selwy.a it has been found ft·om 
time to time, in various places and in paying quantities both along tl.e Pa.esnip and 
the Pe•tce Rivers. Mr. Selwyn remaeks that there are no gold-beal'ing rock:i on the 
Peace below Finl~ty Bl'anch, and sugge~ts that the fine gold of thE\ lower part of the 
rivee may have br.en oeiginally de1·ived from rocks on the westel'n slope of the 
mountains, or may have been carried from the belt of JJau1·entian and other crystnlline 
rocks forming the nortb-eastel'n boundary of the interior b:t'3in, and stretching fl'om 
Lake Sui 'el'ior to the Arctic Ocean. Foe the golu of the Parsnip and nppce p~trt of 
the Peae , the former appears to me to be the most probable explanation, wbile to 
that found in the .Misinchinca, thE:' Pine and other stream~ in the vicinity of the 
mountains ft local origin muRt al~o be granted. 

In all this region, b'3low a certain contour line and to the east of it, drift from 
the L::wrentian axis, aboYe referred to is, in geeat abundance. The hei~ht of this 
contour lino may for the present be roughly stated at 2,000 feet. It i~ in this tract 
to the east. characterized by L~urentian debris that the paying gold-washin~s of the 
Saskatchewan are situated, while in the direction of the mountains the 'pay' appears 
to run out whe1·e the Laurentian drift ceases. Gold has also been found in paying 
quantities in the parts of the Athabasca and McLeod Rivers which teaveJ'80 thh~ 
drift-covered reg10n, and the evidence seems to be strongly indicative in all these 
cases of an eastern or north-eastern source for the preciouF~ metal. lt would thus 
appear, that with the exception of the regions of the Parsnip and Upper Peace, the R•)cky 
Mountnin zone in this pat't of its len~th has not so far been proved to yield gold 
in paying quantity, but that remunerative placer deposits supplied feom the opposite 
direction, occur at a greater or les::; distance fl'om the mountains on several rivers. 

GEORGE M. DAWSON. 
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APPENDIX No. 7. 

REPORT ON THE CLIM:ATE AND AGRICULTURAL VALUE, GENERAL GEOLOGICAL FEATURES 
AND :MINERALS OF ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF PART OF THE NORTHERN PORTION OF 
BRITISH CoLUMBIA, AND oF THE PEACE RIVER CouNTRY, BY GF.ORGE M. DA wsoN 
D.S., A.R.S. M. F.G.S., ASSISTANT DIRECTOR GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA * 

(1.) Climate and Agriculture. 

The climate of the coast of the northern part of British Columbia, while not 
subject to great extremes of temperature, is excessively humid, with much rain at all 
seasons of the year and occasional heavy falls of snow in winter. Neither Esqui
malt nor New Westminster, which are the only regular meteorological stations main
tained near the coast of the Provmce, give any criterion by which to arrive at a 
knowledge of the climatic conditions of other distJ·icts; for both these places-but 
especially Esquimalt-are sheltered from the excesaive precipitation which occurs 
where the moisture-bearing winds first strike the high coast line. Observations main
tained by myself while engaged in a geological examination of the Queen Charlotte 
Islands, during the summer of 1878 (published as an Appendix to the Report of Pro
gress of the Geological Survey, 1878-9), fairly represent the climate of that region 
during a few months. Observations kept up during many years at Sitka, two and 
a-half degrees north of Port Simpson, and considerably further west, doubtless repre
sent a climate considerably worse than that of the northern part of the coast of 
British Columbia. It may, however, be useful to extract from these the following 
facts. The latitude of Sitka is 57° 3·, or about one degree north of Glasgow (Scotland). 
Temperature observations extend over a period of forty-five years with little inter
ruption. " The mean temperature of spring is 41·2°; for summer, 54·6°; for 
autumn, 44·9°; for winter, i>2·u 0

, and for the entire year, 43<~, F 0
• The extremes 

of temperature for 45 years are 87·8° and -4·0°. However, the mercury has fallen 
below zero of Farenheit in only four years out of the 45, and has risen about 80° 
during but seven years ofthat period. The coldest month is January, the warmest 
August; June is slightly warmer than September." The mean of the minima for seven 
years of the above period is 38·6°, and of the maxima for seven years, 43·::J 0

, shewing 
a remarkably equible climate. The average annual amount of rain, melted snow and 
hail from 1847 to 1864 (with the exception of the year 1855) was 82·66 inches, or 
within a fraction of seven feet; and the average annual number of days on which 
rain, snow or hail fell, or heavy fogs prevailed, was two hundred and forty-five, or 
two days out of three, while it does not follow that the other days have a clear sky. 
Tables by Liitke, from observations in 1828 and 1829, show that on an average each 
year there were 170 days calm, 132 days moderate winds, and 63 days with strong 
winds.t 

The average annual precipitation of moisture at the mouth of the Columbia 
River, eleven degrees of latitude further south, is stated to be five inches greater 
than at Sitka, and it is therefore probable a priori that in the vicinity of Port Simp
son and about the mouth of the Skeena, on that part of the coast of the mainland 

"' Transmitted for publication in advance of the forthcoming detailed Report on the Explora
tions of 1879, by per.dssion of A. R. C. ~elwvn, F.R.S., F,G.::3., Director Geological Survey of 
Canada.. 

t Alaska Coast P1lot1 1869, and P~cific Coa~t Pi1Qt1 Arpen<lix 11 1879, V· 30. 
1 
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lying open to the westerly winds between Queen Charlotte and Vancouver Island, 

aud on the west coasts of these islandH, that the precipitation is at least equally great, 

and amount~ to between 80 and 90 inches per annum. This amount of precipitation, 

though small in comparison with that of a few exceptional places on the earth's surface, 

is greater than that characterizing even the western ~oasts of the British Islands, with 

the exception of a few peculiarly situated mountainous localities, where it is exceeded, 

and little less than the heaviest rainfall on the Norwegian coast (~0 inches). 

Recently published obaervations for Fort Tongass, though covering a period of 

but little over two years, must represent the climate of the region in the v:icinity of Port 

Simpson and of the Queen Charlotte Islands pretty closely, as Tongass is situated on 

the north side of Dixon Entrance, little over tifty miles from Port Simpson in a direct 

line. The mean temperature is here 46·5°, or considerably warmer than Sitka. ''This 

may be due," Mr. W. H. Dall Wt'ites " to the reception in the open throat of Dixon 

Entrance of the warm waters of the Alaska Current, fresh from the great north 

Pacific Gulf Stream."Fort Tongass is the locality of greatest known precipitation in 

Alaska, the rainfall averaging during the years of observation 118<-) inches, on 

which Mr. Dall remarks, that obsotTations point to the Queen Chadotte Islands, and 

the region about Dixon Entrance as the most rainy part of the north-west coast. 

At Tongas~:S about ZOO days a year are either rainy or snowy, a proportion agreeing 

nearly with that observed at Sitka."' 
The excessive rainfall, considered in conjunction with the fact that the sky 

throughout the year is essentially cloudy, preventing rapid evaporation and keeping 

the dew point near the actual temperature of the air, accounts for the peculiar 

character of the vegetation, and the fact that ordinary cereals cannot be grown in the 

districts exposed to these conditions. At Fort Simpson, on the west coast of the 

Queen Charlotte Islands, and elsewhere, many of the hills are but partially covered 

with forest, the remainder of the surface being occupied by sphagneous moss several 

feet in depth, and saturated with water eve-n on steep slopes. The low north-eastern 

part of the Queen Charlotte Islands is in great measure sheltered from the rain-bear

ing winds, and constitutes, in fact, the only extensive area of land which appears to be 

suitable for agriculture on the northern part of the coast. Mr. Duncan, of Metla

Itatla, who kept a meteorological register for some time after his first arrival in the 

country,eatimated that there were on an average about seven fine days in a month in 

that place, The be.havior of the wind.s and barometer in both Vancouver and the 

Queen Charlotte Islands, appear to indicate that the centres of most storms, travelling 

from west to east, pass to the northward of the coast of British Columbia. This being 

so, it is probable that the force of the gales is somewhat gt>eater on the northern 

part of the coast of the province than on the southern. 

I have elsewhere stated that fogs do not seem to occur with such frequency in 

the vicinity of the Queen Charlotte Islands as in the southern part of the Strait of 

Georgia. It may be interesting to quote, in this connection, the following statement 

by the great but unfortunate navigator, La Peroure, bearing on the northern part of 

the west coast. tHe writes: "I first thought these seas more foggy than those 

which separate Europe and America, but I should have been greatly mistaken to 

ha'Ve irre~ocably embraced this opinion. The fog& of Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, 

and Hudson's Bay have an incontestable claim to pre-eminence from their constant 

density." 
The cause of the exceptional mildness of the climate of this region is to be 

found not alone in the fact of the proximity of the sea, but in the abnormal warmth 

of the water, due to the Kuro-Siwo or Japanese Current. The average temperature 

of the surface of the sea, during the summer months, in the vicinity of the Queen 

Charlotte Islands, as deduced from a number of observations taken by myself in 18'78, 

is 53·8°. Between Victoria and Milbank Sound, by the inner channel::;, from May 

28th to June 9th, the average temperature of the sea surface was 54·1 °. In the inner 

• Pacific Coast Pilot, Appendix 1, loc. cit. 
t Quoted br G. Davidson in Alaska Coast Pilot. 
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channels between Port Simpson and Milbank Sound, between August 29th and September 12th, 54·5°, and from the last mentioned date to October 18th, about the north end of Vancouver Island, and thence to Victoria by the inner channels, 50·7~. Observations by the United States' Coast Survey, in 1867,* gave a mean temperature for the surface of the sea between Victoria and Port Simpson and outside the Prince of Wales Archipelago, from Fort Simpson to Sitka, in the latter part of July and early in August, of 52·1 °. In the narrower inlets of the coast, the temperature of the sea falls, owing to tbo quantity of cold water mingled with it by the entering rivers. These observations serve to show the existence, off the coast, of a great body of warm water, and the temperatures closely correspond with those found in similar latitudes, and due to the Gulf Stream and .North Atlantic surface drift, on the west coast of Britain. The annual average temperature of the sea surface off the west coast of Britain is stated as 49°, while that. of the eastern North Atlantic, influenced by the Gulf Stream, varies from 44° to 54°.t It will be obserYed that the summer temperature of this body of warm water appears to be somewhat lower than the mean summer temperature of Sitka. 1ts influence on the climate is not, howuver, a direct one, but is chiefly exercised in the following way.-The prevailing south-westerly winds, sweeping over the warm surface of the sea are raised to its temperature, and become saturated with moisture~ abstracting from it, as they do so, ano rendering latent in conformity with well known physical laws, a still greater quantity of heat. When, on rt-aching the mountainous coast, this moisture i~:~ again condensed and discharged, the latent heat becomes again apparent, and greatly raises the temperature of the atmosphe1'e in which the reaction occurs. 
According to Dove's tables, the mean annual temperature of a place situated in the latitude of Glasgow, derived from the temperature of the whole northern hemisphere, should be 35°. Owing to the Gulf Stream and south-westerly winds, the actual mean annual temperature ot Glaggow is about 50°, or exceeds the normal by 15°. The mean temperature of the greater part of the North American c0ntinent in the same latitude is 5° to 12° below Dove's normal temperature, but that of the regions on the west coast of America-which is 1·elated to the course of the Japanese Current in a manner similar to that of the west coast of Europe and the Gulf Stream-as represented by the above detailed observations at Sitka, exceeds the general mean by eight degrees. The mean annual temperature of Sitka being, in fact, nearly the same as that of Montreal, ten degrees of latitude further south. Many of the islands lying off the northern coast of British Columbia, and forming the great archipelago which fringes it, are low; but, though covered with luxuriant forest, possess very little soil, and are in many cases composed of almost solid rock. About Metla-Katla and Port Simpson, small patches of ground are cultivated by the Indians as potato gardens, and good crops secured; but the total area of arable land existing on this part of the coast, with the exception of the portion of the Queen Charlotte Islands before referred to, is so inconsiderable as to be scar• ely worth mention. 

The coast about Port Simpson and the mouth of the Skeena is very imperfectly sheltered from the rain-bearing wi!lds by the Queen Charlotte Islands, while the islands of the coast archipelago, being for the most part of moderate elevation in this region, abstract little moisture. Where these windR first impinge on the monuntainous mainland the heaviest precipitation occurs, in exact correspondence with the height to which the moist air is forced up into the higher regions of the atmosphere, and cooled there by its expansion and lost:! of heat by radiation. As the mountains attain a considerable elevation at the coast, and the increase in elevation of the peaks 
• Alaska Coast Pilot, 1869, p. 20. 
t "That portion of the Kuro-Siwo having a temperature of 55° F., or more, approaches the coast of North-west America in the vicinity of Vancouver Island. The precipitation is greater, and sudden meteorological disturbences are more common between latitude 48° aud 55° N. than on any other part of the coast, so far as we know. But the water near the coast is less than 55° in temperature, and may &verage not more than 50°."-Pacific Coast Pilot, Appendix 1, p. 21. 
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towards the axis of the range is comparatively gradual, the heavy rainfall of the 

coast is not found to be maintained in travelling eastward by the Skeena River. At 

forty-five or fifty miles above Port Essington, evidenc@ of decreasing moisture is found, 

and is still more clearly 11pparent when Kitsalas Canyon, about half way from Port 

Essington to the Forks of Skeena, is reached. The devil's club and skunk cabbage 

(Echinopanax horrida and Lysichiton Kamtschatsense) luxuriant in the lower reaches 

of the river and indicative ot a humid climate, no longer abound. 

At Quatsalix Canyon, ninety-five miles from the co:1st, the highest summit of 

the Coast Range having been passed, the vegetation characteristic of the northern 

interior of British Columbia may be said to set in ; the western scruh pine and aspen 

(Pinus contorta and Populus tremuloides) growing abundantly on the flats and slopes. 

The change is so gradual, however, and the blending of the coast and interior floras 

on the Skeena so complete that it is difficult to assign the precise position of the line. 

With regard to the snowfall on the Skeena, Mr. H. J. Cambie during his survey 

here in 1877, gathered that from Port Essington to near the month of the Lakelse 

(56 miles), it was exceedingly heavy, reaching a depth of ten feet or more. From 

this place to Kitsalas Canyon it reaches, at least occasionally, n depth of six feet; while 

about Kitwungah,-sixteen miles below the Forks-it averages three feet. So far 

as information can be obtained ft·om the Indians it appears to confirm these estimates. 

The depth on the benches about the Forks is not over one foot, but owing to local 

circumstances the snowfall is here considerably less than in any neigh boring locality, 

the average for this part of the Skeena Valley being probably a little under two feet. 

At about twenty miles below the Forks, the higher benches at the sides of the 

river and a few hundred feet above its level, extend several miles back from it, and 

show soil of fair quality, composed of sandy loam with more or less vegetable matter. 

It is reported that the Skeena valley continues to present the same appearance 

further up, and it is certainly wide and low for some distance above the Forks, while 

a c0n~iderable width of land suited for agriculture is also found in the valley of the 

Kispyox to the north-westward. 

'lhe summer temperature of the region about the Forks or Hazelton 

is often high, and the rainfall by no means exceRsive. According to Mr. 

Hankin, a trader who has resided many years here, snow generally 

:first falls in October, but melts again, the winter snow not coming till about 

the middle of December. The winter is in general steadily cold, though there 

is almost always a thaw in February. The thermometer has been known to reach 

48° below zero and to remain for days at a time below-30°. 

The winter is in fact about the same as that ofStuart Lake, but the spring is said to 

open much earlier. Grass begins to grow gt·een and some trees to bud out about the 

first week in April. Scme cultivation is carried on. Potatoes are occasionally nipped 

by frost in the spring and on two occasions have been effected by summer frosts. 

They are generally harvested in the end of September, but are ripe before that time, 

and can be obtained large enough for use about the first of July. Indian corn does not 

ripen, and wheat, Mr. Hankin believes would be an uncertain crop. The season of 

1878 was exceptionally long, and two successive crops of oats ripened before the 

frost; the second being a ' volunteer crop.' In favorable seasons, squashes, cucum

ber and other tender vegetables come to perfection. A few cattle and horses have 

been wintered het·e, the former requiring to be fed for :five months, the latter have 

been kept by clearing away the snow to a certain depth in strips to allow them to 

scrape for grass. 
The Skeena usually opens during the last week in April or :first week of May. 

Ice begins to run in the river early in November, but the river does not geneeally 

freeze till the end of December. The river being very rapid, the occasion of its 

freezing is usually the occurance of a thaw. This sets free gt eat quantities of anchor 

ice, sometimes very suddenly, blocking the river and causing it to freeze over. In 

1867 the river closed on the 13th of November, which was exceptionaily early. The 

river is generally highest in July, deriving most of its water from the melting 

snow on the mountains. It is lowest immediately after the ice goes, 
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Without entering into details as to tho natural vegetation of the region, it may be said that it appears to indicate that the rainfall is nem'ly the same as about (,luesnol, on the Fra8er, while the climate i~ in general much like that of Quebec or :Montreal, with the exception of the winter, which, according to the statements above given, though rather shorter, is more severe. I am induced to think that .Mr. Hankin is wrong in supposing that wheat would not succeed well about the Forks, but thi:; mu:.it remain a mattet' for future experiment. 
Meteorological observations kept by myself while on the Skeena, from June 7th to 23rd, being taken en route from Port Essington to the Forks, are necessarily imperfect, and as we were engaged in travelling during the day it was impossible to ascertain the maximum temperature. The mean minimum temperature read on a good thermom<>ter carefully placed on nine nights; between Port Essington and Kitsalas Canyon is 43·4° F, the actual lowest reading being 3!J0

• The mean ofseven nights from the Canyon to the Forks, 43·6°, the actual lowest being 37·5°. The mean of observations taken riuout 6 a. m. and 6 p.m.; every day, on the first mentioned part of the river i8 50·8°; on the uppor part part of the river, 5J·8°. The mean of morning readings taken below Kit alas Canyon is 45° of evening reading, 56·4°. These reduced for the hour and time of the year by Dove's table of corr6ctions, derived from ob8ervations at Sitka, indicate actual mean temperature of 49·1 ° and 53·1°, respectively. The mean doubtless lies between these :figures, but their discord shows that we have already a considerably greater range and a climate more continental in character than that of Sitka. Morning observations above the Canyon indicate a mean of 46·6°. Evening observations 58·9°, which, corrected in the same way, yield 50·58° and 55·6° as approximations to the true mean temperature. Of the Watsonquah River, whieh joins the Skeena from the south-eastward at th') Forks, M:r. Cambie reports that the valley throughout its entire length is in part prairie and sustains a magnificent growth of grass, but is subject to frequent summer frosts and unsuited to agriculture.* The Sus-kwa valley which joins the Watsonquah, and up which the trail from the Forks toward Babine Lake runs, contains no agricultural land worth mention, but its northern side has been in many places very completely burnt over, and is covered with exceedingly luxurient grass and pea-vine, forming an excellent summer range for cattle or horses. 
Babine and Stuart Lakes occupy portions of a single great valley, which is nded by mountainous country on eithee 8ide, and communicates northward with the country of the Lower N echacco. The upper end of the lake rarely freezes. mpletely across, but this is due, net to t~e mildness of the winter, but to the great th of the water. A similar circum'3tance has already been reported for Fran<;ois e.-! A terrace at a height of about 200 feet is specially prominent round the ake, and after reaching this height the land frequently runs back several miles as a ovcl or gently undulating plain. In other places it slopes gradually up, reaching an !ovation of 500, 600, or 800 feet above the lake at from two to five miles from it. e valley is not even then shut in by high mountains in its central part, but appears continue at nearly the same, or a lower level in some places for many miles. The s are generally light, aspen and poplar frequently preponderating over spruce,. nd considerable tracts with a southern exposure, from which fire has removed the rest, arc covered with luxurient grass, pea·vine, epilobium, &c. The portage ween Babine and StuartlLakes is low, a<:ross wide spreading benches, and from half ne third of the surface appears fit for cultivation. Con::;iderable areas of low also border Stuart Lake. 

The aggregate area of land below the 3,000 f~et contour line, with light slopes nearly level, and which may be supposed to have some prospective valne, is t; but it is impossible to form even an approximately correct estimate of it till maps are further advanced. 'l,hat in sight from the lakes must exceed &00 square 
• CStnanian Pacific Railway Report, 1878, p. 70. t Report of Progress, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1876-77 p 47. 
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miles. The soil is generally good, and the only remaining que.stion is in regard to 
the character of the climate. 

The northtlrn or lower extremity of Babine Lake being more closely hemmed in 
by snow-clad mountains, is evidently less favorably 8ituated than the remaindet· uf 
this lake and Stuart Lake, and vegetation was found to be decidedly behind that of 
the Sus-kwa Valley . .Mr. Sanpere, who is in charge of two Hudson Bay posts, one at 
the north end, the other at the middle ofBabine Lake, states that at the latter he can 
grow polatoes and many kind of vegetables, and that his predecessor grew barley, 
wh1ch ripened well. An Indian living on the portage between the two lakes culti
vates a little patch ofland, and, though very poorly attended to, he had a fine looking 
crop of potatoes and a little field of barley, the latter about thr13e feet high and with 
the ear just appearing at the date of our visit (July 4th). He also keeps some cattle 
here, cutting hay for them in swamps around Stuart Lake. At Fort St. James we 
found potatoes flourishing, but rather late, having been cut down by a frost in June. 
Barley was doing well, and has been grown as a regular crop for many years. * 
In the garden were peas, lettuce, beets, carrots, onions, garlic, turnips, cabbages 
and cauliflowers, doing well enougn, but not carefully cultivated. \Vheat has been 
sown this year as an experiment, and had not suffered from frost at the date of our 
visit (July 7th). 

Temperatnre observations kept while on Babine and Stuart Lakes, June 27th to 
.July 8th, gave a mean minimum temperature of 40·2°. The mean of the early morn
ing and evening observations is 51·5°. 'l'be temperature is here subject to greater 
and more rapid changes than in the Skeena Valley, and on the night of June 29th we 
experienced a frost, the thermometer registering 26°, near the northern end of Ba
bine Lake, and in the vicinity of the snow-clad mountains already referred to. 

In the valley of Babine and Stuart Lakes the summer season seems to be suffi
ciently long, and the absolute amount of hen.t great enough to bring all ordinary 
crops, including wheat, to maturity, but the question remains to what extent the 
liability to summm· frosts may interfere wilh the cultivation of some plants, more 
especially wheat. Though this valley may be regarded as a continuation of the· 
country of the Lower Nechacco, its vicinity to mountains appears to render it some
what inferior to that district in climate, and places it in this regard, in my opinion, 
nearly in the same position with the country bordering on Fran9ois Lake. In pre
vious reports t I have described the :flat country of the Lower N echacco basin a::; 
constituting the greatest connected region susceptible of cultivation in the Province 
{)f British Columbia. Its area has been estimated at 1,000 square miles. It is based 
on fine white silty deposits of the later portion of the Glacial period, constituting a 
soil almost uniformly fertile, and is remote from high snow·clad ranges. In the ab
::;ence of further information, I can merely repeat what was said of this region on a 
formee occasion, viz., that while it is not probable that wheat can be grown over all 
parts of its area, it can scarcely be doubted that barley may be ripened almost every
where in it, while wheat would succeed in chosen spots. This region will, doubtless, 
.at some time support a considerable population, but it is to be remarked that .the 
passage of a railway through it would do little at present toward settling it; for in 
the first instance, the country to the east of the Rocky Mountains, in the Peace River 
.or Saskatchewan Valleys, would offer superior inducements to farmers and stock 
raisers. 

The country lying in the vicinity of the trail between Fort St. James, on Stuart 
.Lake, and Fort McLeod has already been described by Mr. Solwyn and by Mr. 
Hunter. t The elevation of the watershed which is characterized by wide sandy 

"' Report of Progress. Geol. Survey 0f Canada, 1876-77, p 51. 

t Report of Progress Geol. ~urvey of Canada, 1876-77, p 45. Canadian Pacific Railway Report, 
1877, p. 252. 

:j: Report of Progress 1 Geol. Survey of Canada, 1875-76, p. 34. Canadian Pacific Ry. Report, 1878, 
p. 73. 
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·.iia.ts lis about 2,816 feet, taking the height of Stuar t L3.ke ut 2,200 feet. With the 
-exception of a bolt a few miles wide uear Stuaet Lake, and rising in places about 400 
feet above it, this region is scarcely to be considered a.:; of any agricultural value. It 
lies to tho north of the N echacco basin peoviously mentioned. Its surface is consi
derably broken and the soil genceally light, sandy or gea.velly. It is at present 
·Covered for the most part with burnt woods. A considerable a1·ea. w:ould doubtles~ 
be available for pasture bnd if the forest were completely removed by fire, and 
there are numerous swamps and meadows along st1·eams yielding good natural hay. 
A fro~t was experienced on the night of July 13Jl, my thermometer going down to 
27°, on Irc,quois Ot·eck.' ~o frost occ:urrcd at Fort McLeod, nine miles off, and between 
400 and 500 feet lower. 

At Fort ltfcLeod the potatoes had boon cut down bY fro::;t in June, but haJ. reco
vered completely and were growing ·well in July. The soil is, however, r .. ther 
poor, and the area of cultivable land not extensive. 

D. "\V. Hurmon, in his" Voyages and Travcll::l'' published at Andover, .i\Iass., in 
1820, states that 1he snow fall at Fort :JfcLeod is sometimes as much as five 
feet, and this is confirmed by those now acquainted with the region. At Fort St. 
Jamcs the snow reaches a depth of about three feet. A difference remarkably great 
for two places so close together. 

From Fort McLcod to the Middle Forks of Pine River, seventy-two miles distant, 
muy-be treated together us representing the Rocky Mountains, including the foot hills 
of both r,lopes and the higher plateau attaching to these on the north-eastward. 
From July 17th to August 5th, the mean of the observed minima on this part of 
the route is 39·7°. The mean of the early morning and evening readings 
<>f the thermometer, 49·4°. 'l,his must be much below the actual mean temperature, 
for the thermometer bud seldom risen much above its minimum when observed at 
6 a.m. The heat was sometimes great in the middle of the day, but as we wero 
then always travelling, could not be registered. Three frosts were experience.], on 
the nights of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th of August, the thermometer reading 30·5°: 28° and 
.30°5 on these nights. Strong westerly winds, falling calm at sundown, with a clear 
sky were the conditions causing the frosts. The quantity of arable land in this 
mountainous zone is quite inconsiderable, being confined, on the route followed, to 
the actual valley of Pine River for a few miles above the !fiddle Forks. 

The portion of the Peace River country, for which the exploration of last season 
.enables pretty accurate general in formation to be given, may be considered as 
extending eastward from the Middle .Forks of Pine River. West of this point~ us 
already stated, the areas of fertile land are small, being confined to certain river 
valleys which penetrate the foot hills of the Rocky Mountains and high plateau 
attached to them. With this western limit, the region now to be described may be con
sidered as bounded to the north by the 57th parallel, to its intersection eastward with 
the Peace River. Thence the boundary may be assumed to follow the Peace River 
southward to the mouth of Heart Brook, near the confluence of the Smoky River. 
Thence to run south-eastward to the extremity of LesFler Slave Lake, to follow the 
western border of the hilly region lying to the south of the lake to the Athabaska 
River; thence to follow the Athabaska westward to the foot hills, and skirting the foot
hills to run north-westward to the first mentioned point on Pine River.* 

The tract included within the limits above given has an area of about 31,550 
square miles, and by far the larger part of this area may be classed us fertile. Its 

• In addition to the area above defined, my explorations and those of my assistant, .Mr McConnell, 
-during the past season, included an examination of the upper part of the Athabasca to A thabasca Land
ing, of the north shore d Lesser Slave Lake and Lesser Slave Lake River, of a route from the east end 
of Lesser Slave Luke to old Fort Assineboine and thence to Edmonton, and of the road from Athabasca. 
Landing to Edmonton. Also of the Athabasca from the Landing to the mouth of the Ri vi ere la Beche, 
by the valley of the latter to Lac la Bee he and then.ce to Victoria. and Egg Lake. The country exam
ined on these lines is not included in the present report, as being less homogenous in chara::ter than 
tee great region above defined, it requires to be treated at greater length and in more detail. It may 
suffice for the present to state that considerable areas of fertil~> land are found taroughollt, but more 
particularly in the region south of the line of the Athabasca River. 

2 
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average elevation may be stated as little over 2,000 feet, and this is maintained with 
considerable uniformity, for though the general surface slopes slightly from the north 
and south toward Peace River, the region as a wholB may be considered as a plateau 
through which the great gorge-like valley of the Peace has been excavated. This valley 
has in g0neral a depth of600 to 800 feet below that part ofthe plateau bordering it, with 
a width of two to three miles from rim to rim. Its t1·ibutary streams at first nearly 
on the plateau level, flow in valleys of continually increasing depth as they approach 
that of the Peace River. Those from the south-eastern portion of the region rise 
either in the Rocky :Mountains, or near the Athabaska, the tributaries receiYed by 
the latter stream from tne north and north-west being-with the exception of the 
13atiste-quite inconsiderable in this part of its course. 

The ridges and hills by which this region is occasionally diversiiled, 
appear in all cases to be composed either of the generally soft roc:ks of the 
Cretaceous and Tertiary or of arenaceous days containing erratics ~nd representing 
the boulder clays of the glacial period. Those elevations are generally slight, and 
with exceedingly light and gradual slopes, the scarped banks of the streams 
constituting much more important irregularities. TheEJ.e riclges, however, often 
resemble detached portions of a higher plateau and spread widely enough to occupy 
in the aggregate a considerable area, of which the soil is not so uniform in charactm· 
as elsewhere. \Vith these exceptions, the soil of the district may be described as a 
fine silt, resembling the white silts of theN echacco basin previously referred to, and not 
dissimilar from the loess-like material constituting the subsoil of the Red River Valley 
in Manitoba. This silt, at a short distance below the surface, is greyish or brownish 
in col or, bnt becomes mixed superficially with a proportion of vegetable matter to a 
varying depth. It has evidently been deposited by a comparatively tranquil body of 
water not loaded with ice, probably toward the close of the glacial period, and has 
either never been laid down on the ridges and undulationR above referred to, or has 
been since removed from them by natural processes of waste. As eviclenced by the 
natural vegetation its fertility is great. 

\Vest of the Smoky River, both to the south and north of Peace River, there nre 
extensive areas of prairie country, either perfectly open and covered with a more 01~ 
less luxuriant growth of grass, or dotted with patches of coppice and tre'3s. 

The northern banks of the Peace River Valley are also very generally open and 
grassed, and parts of the valley of the Smoky and other rivers have a simihu· 
character. The total area of prairie land west of the Smoky River, :·,ay be 
about 3,000 square miles. The remainder of tho surface is generally occupi~d 

by second-growth forest, occasionally dense, but more often open and composeJ c.f 
aspen, birch, and cotton wood, with a greater or less proportion of coniferous trees. 
Some patches of the original fore&t, however, remain, particularly in the river valleys, 
and are composed of much larger trees, chiefly coniferous, among which the black spruce 
is most abundant. Handsome groves of old and large cotton woods are also to be found 
in some of the valleys. Where the soil becomes locally sandy and poor, and more 
particularly in some of the more elevated parts of the ridges he fore desCl·i bed, a thick 
growth of scrub pine and black spruce, in which the individual trees are small is 
found; and in swampy regions the tamarac is not wanting, and grows generally inter
mixed with the black spruce. 

Ea.::;t of the Smoky River, and southward toward the Athabnska the 
prairie country is quite insignificant in. extent, t~e regio~ being characteriz~d by 
second-growth woods of the character JUSt descrtbed, whwh, on approaching the 
Athabaska, are replaced by extensive and well nigh impassible tracts of brule and 
wind-fall, in which second growth forest is only beginning to struggle up. 

Though the prairies are most immediately available, from an agricultural point 
of view, the regions now CO\ered with second-growth and forest, where the soil itself 
is not inferior, will eventually be equally valuable. The largest tract of poor land is 
that bordering the valley of the Athabaeka on the north. This rises to an elevation 
considerably greater than most of the region to tbe north and west, and appears during 
the submergence to which the superficial deposits are due, to ha,·e been oxpo~cd to 
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stronger currents which have prevented the deposition of the fine silt, causing it to be 
replaced by a coarser silt which passes in places with actual sand, and alternates with 
ridges of boulder clay. This region i:; also often very swampy, and for a width 
of twenty to twenty-five miles on the trail from Sturgeon Lake to the Athabaska 
is quite un~uited to agriculture, though still in many places capable of yielding good 
summer grazing when the forest has been completely removed by fire. To the north
ward, more particularly to the east of Smoky River, peaty and mo~~y swamps occupy 
part of the surface, and these may be regarded as permanently unsuiteJ to agriculture. 

Ther(' is also a sandy tract, though of small width, along the lower part of the 
Elk River near its junction with the Smoky. .Deducting, as far as possible, alL the 
-areas known to be inferior or useless, with about twenty per cent. for the portions of 
the re~rion under consideration of which less is known, the total area of land, with 
.soil suited to agriculture, may be estimated as at least 23,500 square miles. In the 
1tbsence of complete maps, such an estimate cannot be otherwise than very rough, but may serve to give some idea of tho fact. 

\VhaLever theory be adopted, and may have been advanced, to account for tho 
wide prairies of the western portion of America further to the south, the origin of the prairies ofthe Peace River is sufficiently obvious. There can be no doubt that 
;they have been produced and are maintained by fires. The country is naturally a 
wooded one, and where fires have not run for a few years, young trees begin rapidly 
to spring up. The fires are, _of course, ultimately attributable to human agency, 
.and it i:; probable that before the country was inhabited by the Indians it was every
where densely forest-clad. That the date of origin of t.he chief prairie tracts now found is remote, is clearly evidenced by their preRent appearance, and more particu
larly by the fact that they are everywhere scored and rutted with old buffalo tracks, 
while every suitable locality is pitted with the saucer-shaped 'buffalo wallows.' It 
is reported that a few buffaloes were seen last year near Pine River, but the ani mal 
has now become in the Peaeo River county practically extinct; an event which, 
according to the Indians, happened at a date not very remote, owing to a winter of exceptional severity, during which the snow "reached to the·buffaloes backs." 

The luxuriance of the natural vegetation in these prairies is tl'uly wonderful, 
and indicates, not alone the fel'tility of the soil, but the occurence of a sufficient rain
fall. 'fhe service berry, or ama\anchier, and the choke-cherry are very abundant in 
some placeR, particularly on the so-called Grande Prairie, which ccn~titutes the 
.great berry gathering ground of the Indians. 

'\Vith regal'd to the climate of the Peace River country, we aro without such 
accurate information as might be obtained from a careful meteorological record, 
embracing even a single year, and its character can at present be ascertained merely from note:j and observations of a general chaeacter and the appearance of the natural 
vegetation. 

It may be stated at once that the ascertained facts leave no doubt on the subject 
of the sufficient length and warmth of the season, to ripen wheat, oats and barley, 
with all the ordinary root crops and vegetables, the only point whir.h may admit uf question being to what extent the occul'ence of late and early fl'Osts may intorfere with 
gl'owth, This remark is intended to apply to the whole district previously defined, 
though it must be remembered, in considerinv- the subject, that the conditions of -places situated in the bottom of tho trough-like river valley, and 600 to 800 feet 
below the plateau, may be considerably different from those of its sudaco. 

The summer season of 1879 was an unusual one, characterized by excessively 
.heavy rain -fall, with cold raw weather in the early summer months. These condi
tions diu not extend to the west of the Rocky .Mountains, but appear to have been 
felt over the entire area of the plains to the Red River Valley. As a re.sult of this, 
the crops generally throughout the North-west were later than usual, and the mean 
temperature of even the latter part of the sum met· appears to have been rather abnot·
mally low. Notwithstanding this, on my arrival at DunYegan, on the 16th of 
August, small patches of wheat and barley in the garden of the fort presented a 
remarkably fine appearance and wore beginning to turn yellow. On my retuen to 
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the fort on August 31st these were being harvested, their complete ripening having
been delayed by overcast and chilly weather whieh prevailed between these datt>s. 
At the fir::5t-mentioned date potatoes were quite ripe, with the balls formed on the 
stalk, and the garden contained also fine cabbages, cauliflowers, beets, carrots, onions, 
lettuce and turnips. Dwarf beans, cucumbers aod squashes were also flouriehing, 
and though these plants are particularly ter.der, showed no sign of frost. The two 
last named having been sown in the open ground did not appear likely to perfect 
their fruit. A few stalks of Indian corn were also ~rowing, though it is improbable 
that this plant would ripen its seed in this district. 

\Vhen this garden vvas again vi::;ited, on the last day of August, the beans, 
curmmbcrs and squashes had been rut down Ly a fro::;t, but noL completely killed. 
The potato tops were also f.:'lightly nipped. 

Rev. U. 'l'essier, who ha::; been at Dun\eg:m as a mist;ionary for some years, ha& 
always been able to ripen small, Llack butter-beans, but in some sea, ons not without 
difficulty owing to frosts. lie hns also tried a few grains of o:1ts whieh he procured 
accidentally, and obtained a return of astonishing abundance. About the date jl]st 
referred to the potatoe plant1::1 at Smoky Ri\'er post ( 1 he Forks) were badly cuL down 
by fro;:;t, the tubers being, however, quite ripe, fine and large. 

On the 15th September, Mr. R . .McConnell, my as~i1::1hmt, found tbc potatoes in 
the garden of the fort at the ~vest end of Lesser Slave Lake, and on the level of the 
plateau, little affected by frost, with tubers large and ripe. Mr. H. J. Carnbie also 
ascertained that wheat thrives at this place. \Ve found some rude attempt at culti
vation also at the 'Crce Settlement,' which consists of a few log houses built 1->y Indians 
on the border of Sturgeon Lake, about 70 miles south-west of the west end ofLcs~er Slave 
J..Jake, and is at the average leYcl of the country, with an elevation of about 2,! 00 feet. 
Here, on September 14th, the potatoe plants were slightly affected by fro:-t, lmt not 
more so than observed with those at Dunvegan two weeks before. The tubers were 
quite ripe, but the Indians did not intend to dig them for about ten days. Turnips 
were very fine, and carrots, beets and onioDs were good, though evidently cultivated 
with very little Jare. Two or three very small patches of barley had been almos~ 
completely dcstToyed by mice, but a few stalks remaining were quite ripe and with 
fine heads. The Indians here were very anxious to have a sn:r;p1y of garden seeds, 
which I have since been able to forward lo them by the kindne:::s of ~fcssrs. Stobart, 
Eden & Co., of Winnipeg. 

At lj'crt St. John, 95 miles west of Dun vegan, and so much nearer the 
mountains, on July 26th, 1875, Professor Macoun states that potatoes, oat~, barley 
and many varieties of vegetables were in a very flourishing state in 'Nigger Dan's' 
garden. The oats stood nearly five feet h1gh and the barley had made nearly an 
equal growth.* The barley and oats were both ri pc about the 12th of August. Prof. 
Macoun was informed by Uharlettc at Hudson's Ilope, thirty miles still further west, 
that in 1874 there was no froHt from the 1st of l\Iay until the 15th of September. 
In 1875 sowing commenced the last week in April. There appears to have been a 
frost on June ~8th, but the first autumn frost occurred on the 8th of September, and 
1\fr. Selwyn found the potato tops still green in tbo middle <,f the month. l\ir H. J. 
Cambie saw wheat flourishing here in July la::;t, but on his return in September it had 
been cut down by frost. 

Such are the notes that can be obtained on the growth of cereals and Ycgetables 
in the district in question. From information obtained at Dunvegan, it seems that 
the sr:ow disappears about the middle of April: westerly wind::; sweeping it away fast. 
The river opens at about the same time. Cultivation begins at about the end of 
April or first of }Jay. The river generally begins to freeze in November. The depth 
of snow, I was told, averages about two feet, an estimate which agreef: vvith l\Ir. 
Horetzky's statement.t Mr. Horetzky was abo told that the plains were often nearly 
bare up to the month of December, though the winter usua.lly ;::;cts in with the month of 

-• Report of Progress, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1875-6, p. lM. 

t Canada on the Pacific Coast, p. 205. 
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Novcmbe1'. Sir Alexander Mackenzie remarked the same absence of snow in the early 
winter months of 1792. It was entirely gone on April 5th, 1793, and gnats and mosqui
toes were troublesome on April20.* Horses almo::it invariably winter out well without 
requiring to be fed. Hay should be provided for cattle, to ensure perfect safetv, 
for a period of three or four months, though in some seasons it is necessary to feed 
the animals for a few weeks only. The Indians of the 'Uree Settlement' on Stur
geon Lake, preYiously referred to, winter their horses without any difficulty round 
the borders of a neigh boring lake, the shores of which are partly open. From Hud
son's Hope, the horses are sent southward to Moberly's Lake to winter, and according 
to Mr. Sclwyn, do well there. Lesser Sla\Te Lake, with its wonderful natural 
meadows, had long been known as an excellent place for wintering stock, and is 
referred to as such by Sir J. I~ichardson. 

Some general idea of the length and ch'tractcr of the se:tsons at Fort St. John 
may be gained by an examination of the extract from the journals from 1d)6 to 
1875, published by .Me. Selwyn. -f The dates of opening an'l closing of Peace River, 
being an important clue to the mean temperature of the r egion, may be quoted at~
summarizecl by t>rof . .Macoun in the same report (p. 156). 

Ice 1rcaking 

18nG April 
1.:::67 " 
1868 " 
1 "6!) " 
1870 " 
1871 " 
187~ " 
1873 " 
1874 " 
1875 " 

I c..:c drifting, fir::;t time 

19 ............................................... )fov. 7. 
21 . ... ...... ........................... ............ " 8. 
20 ........... ........ ..... ........... ................ ~' 7. 
2.-) ................. ......................... ...... " ~. 
26 . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .... .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. •. no record. 
113 ................. ... ........................... " 10. 
19 ......... ·················. ············· .... .. .. ,, 8. 
23 ..................................... .,... ...... " '*· 
ID .....•........•.••.•......•....••........•....... Oct. 31. 
1() ........................................... . 

The an~rnge date of thu bt·eaking up of the ice may thus be stated to be 
April ~ht; that on which ice is running on the river for the first time, N O"Vcmbcr 7th. 
J n 1792 and, 93, when wintering at the mouth of Smoky River, Sir Alexander 
Mackenzie observed the ice to IJe running for the first time on November 6Lh, while 
the river was clear of ice on the 25th April. I have been unable to find any 
precise records of the datetl of closing and opening of the Saskatchewan, but 
Dr. Hector states these are mmally the second week of November and the second 
week of April respectiv-ely. The Saskatchewan is a more rapid stream than the 
Peace. 

\Vith regard to the probable difference between the actual vn11ey of the Peace 
and the plateau forming the general surface of the country. Prof. l\faconn observes,! 
speaking of the vicinity of Fort St. John, that notwithstanding the difference 
in altitude the berries on the plateau ripened only about a week later than 
those near the riYer, while he was informed that there was about the 
same difference in the time of disappearance of the snow in spring. \Vhile 
at Dunvegan, I ascertained that a similar difference was observed there, 
but it was added that this obtained chiefly with the wooded parts of the 
plateau, the snow disappearing on the prairies much about the same time as 
in the valley. In my diary, under date September 5th, I find the following entry:
"Aspens and berry bushes about the Peace River Valley now looktng quite 
autumnal. On the plateau 800 or 900 feet higher, not nearly so much so. Slight tinge 
of yellow only on some aspen groves." This differenf'e, through not altogether con
stant and depending much on diversity of soil, appears to be actual. In October, 1872, 

• V0yages, p. 131-132. 

t Report of Progress, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1815-i6 p. 84. 

Op. Oit., p. 155. 
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Mr. Horetzky writes: * " We observed that, curiou8ly enough, the vegetation 
upon these uplands did not appear· to have suffered so much from the effects of frost, 
this being probably due to the fact of the air in these upper regions being constantly 
in motion, while in the deep and capacious valley of the river the winds have 
often no effect " 

The difference between the valley and the plateau being thus very small, I have 
not treated separately the observations for temperature taken by myself in the 
different situations. Most of the observations, however, refer to the plateau, and 
including the whole time spent in the country, f1·om the Middle Forks of Pine River 
to the bank of the Athabaska: cover a pedod of nearly two months. The mean mini
mum temperature for the month of August, deduced from observations extending from 
the 6th to the 3l&t of the month is 39·9°. The mean of observations at 6 a. m. during 
the same period is 42·3°. That of the observations at 6 p. m. 59 ·5°. In September 
the mean minimum temperature was 28·1°. 'l'he mean of morning observations 
34·3°, of evening observations 51·5°. I ha\"e endeavored to deduce from these obser
vations means temperatures for the months in q ucstion, by correcting them by the 
tables of hourly variations in temperature given by C. A. Schott in the Smithsonian 
Contributions to Knowledge (No. 277), but find it impossible to do Ao, a~ the daily 
range is here so much greater than that of any of the places represented by the tables, 
which refer chiefly to the eastern portion of the continent. It would appear that 
while in most placeH the mean temperature of the day is reached about 8 p. m., it is 
found in the Peace River country not fiu· from 6 p. m., by reason of the increased 
rapidity of loss of heat by radiation due to greater elevation and dryer atmosphere. 
'J.1he maximum temperature was seldom observed, bnt the daily range is very great, 
and the maximum probably several times reached 80° in August, and often surpa~scd 
70° in September. 

From the 6th to the 31st of August I registered two nights of frost, on the 13th and 
20th of the month when the thermometer showed 32° and 26° respectivel,y. Both of these 
were observed on the plateau, but one at least of thorn (that of the 20Lh) must have 
occured also in the valley, from the effoets produced /< Dunvegan on tender vege
tation. These frosts occured in very fine weather, following a day of strong westerly 
wind, the result of which is to remove from the surface of the earth the whole of tho 
lower heated layer of the atmosphere. This, succeeded by a calm and cloudless night 
with transparent sky, causes the thermometer to sink below the freezing-point 
before morning. 'Vhen not proceeded by strong wind, mere transparency of the 
atmosphere seems seldom or never to lead to frost in August, in this district, as many 
beautifully starlight nights without an approach of the mercury to be freezing-point 
were obset·ved. 

Though jn some case3 sueh frosts as these may be general, and extend over a 
wide district of country, it is more usually found that they aro quite local in charac
ter. A few floating clouds, or light wreaths of mist, may arrest radiation so far as 
to prevent frost over the greater part of the country, while some spot accidentally 
exposed during the whole night under a clear sky experiences a temperature below 
32°. The contour, and chn.racter of vegetation of the country also hn.ve much to do 
with the occurrence of frosts, and it is very frequently the case that river valleys are 
more subject to frostF- than the upland districts. During the month of September, 
in a region for the most part wooded, and often above the average altitude, between 
Dunvegan and the Athabaska, nineteen frosts were registered, the actually lowest 
temperature being 20° on Scptem ')er 18th. 

Through the kindness of Colonel J arvis, of the ~m·th-west Mounted Police, I 
have been able to se0ure a ropy of recoeds kept by Dt·. Ilcrkorner, of .Fort S:1skatchc
wan, on the Saskatchewn.n Tiiver, about twenty miles not·th-ea:-~t of Edmonton, _Ft)l' 

corn pari>.Oon with the obseeved tempet·atures in the portion of the Peace Hi vm· coun
try now discussed, they are invaluable; fol' in the whole Jistt·ict surrounditt!! Fort 
Saslmtcbewan and Edrnon ton we now know from actual and repe:1.ted oxpcrimon t that 
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wheat and all other or<..linary cereals and vegetables thrive, and yield most abundant 
-crops. The climat~ in its great diurnal and annual range cot-reRponds exactly with 
that of the Peace Rtver country. Fort Saskatchewan is situated on the brow of the 
.Saskatchewau Valley, about seventy feet above the river, and therefore probably less 
Jiable to frosts than either the bottom of the river valley: or extensive flu.t tracts of plain 
where there is little circulation of air. '11hi8, with the position of the thermometers 
in regard to the buildings, leads to the belief that if at all in error, a-, representing 
the climate of the region generally, the indicated temperatures are slightly too great. 
The thermome~er· appears to have been read in all cases to the nearest degree only. 

A comparison may be made between the temperature observed in the Peace Rivet~ 
~ountry during Augu:::lt an<..l September, with those at Fort Saskatchewan, as follows.-

Pcacc River Country, mean of minima during August .................. 39· 9:) 
" " " September ............... 23· P 
'' Frosts experienced during August......... ........ 3 
" " '' September .. ............. 19 

For Saskatchewan, mean of minima during August ....................... 39· 3° 
'' " " September ................ 31· 1 ~ 
" Fro ts cxpcrience<..l during August....... ...... ... 0 
" '' " September ............. 15 

Port Saskatchewan, mean of maxima <..luring August ...................... 77· 8° 
" " " September............. 68· 1° 

Fort Saskatchewan, dcdured mean temperature of August ............... f'8· 6° 
" " " September ............. 49· 6° 

The mean of maxima and actual mean temperature for the months cannot be 
stated for the Peace River country. The actual mean for Fort Saska:chewan is ob
tained by adding the minima and maxima for each month together, and is probably 
very nearly correct. 

\Vhile regretting that the data at dispo::ml for the determination of the agricul
tural value of the Peace River country arc not more ample, we may I believe, arrive 
with considerable certainty at the general fact that it is great. ~'rom such com
parison as can be made, it would be premature to allow that the climate of the Peace River 
i~ inferior to that ofthe region about Edmonton or the Saskatchewan. It i'3 true that 
in both the Saskatchewan and Peace River distl'icts the season is none too long for 
the cultivation of wheat, but if the crop can be eounted on as a sure one,-and experi· 
once seems to indicate that it may-the occurrence of early and late fl'osts may be 
regarded with comparative indifference. The se!lson is at least eq ua.lly shMt through t
out the whole fertile belt from the Peace River to Manitoba, though e!lrly and late 
frosts are not so common in the low valley of the Red River. The almo"t ~imtlltane
ous advance of spring along the whole line of this fertile belt, is inclic<tted by the 
dates of the flowering of the various plants, a point referred to by me in some detail 
elsewhere.* It is further unquestionable that the winter is le~::; sevet·e, and not subject 
to the same extremes in the Peace River and Upper Saskatchewan regions as in 
.. Manitoba. 

\Ve ha.;:e already found reason to believe that the early and late fl'osts, and not 
the absence of a sufficient aggregate amount 0f heat, constitutes the limiting condition 
of wheat culture in the North-west; but that neither the Saskatchewan not· the 
Peace River countries he upon the actual vet'ge of the profitable cultivation of wheat 
appears to be pl'Oved by the fact that oats succeed on the Saskatchewan, and also 
-in so far as one or two sea ons can be accepted as evidence-on the Peace River; 
while it is well known that this cereal is less tolerant of summer frost than wheat. 
This is further proved by the faet that at Fort Vermilion and Athabaska L~ke, 180 
and 300 miles respectively uorth-east of Dunvegan, Prof. Macoun found wheat and 
b~rley ripening well; but in this instance the fact is complicateJ by the circumstance 

• Geology and Resources of the 49th Parallel 1875, p. 279. 
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of the Jecreasing altitude of the countl'y, which introduces a new condition. As no 
knowledge has been gained of this country on the Lower Peace in addition to that 
collected by Prof. Macoun in 1875,* it is not included in the above discussionr 
~hough from it additional groat areas mio-ht doubtless be added to the fertile tract. 

Referring to the journals kept at Fort St. John, Mr. Selwyn, in the report already 
several times rcferrAd to, comes to the conclusion that the climate of the Peace Hiver 
compares favorably with that of the Saskatchewan country, or Montreal. 

It has often been stated in :t general way that the cause of the exceptionally 
favorable climate of the Suskatehewan and Peace River countries, as compared with 
those of tbo ens torn portion of the American continent, is to be found in the pro
valence of warm westerly winu:3 from the Pacific. Sir Alexander .Mackenzie speak::! 
of these wm;torly winds m winter, writing:-" I had already observed at Athabaskn, 
that this wind never failed to bring us clear mild weathet', whereas, when it blew 
fl'om the opposite quarter, it produced snow. Here it is much more perceptible, for 
if it Llo-;v-s hanl ~outh-we::;t for fvur houl'::. a thaw is the consequence, and if the wind 
is at north-ea~t it bl'ings sleet aml snow. Tv this cause it may be attributed that 
thoro is so little snow in this part of the ·world. Thc;-:;e warm winds com - off the 
Pacific Ocean, which cannot, in a direct lino, Le very fat' from us, the di sta lleo bci i lJ 

f-iO short that, though they pa~s over mountu.ins covet·od wi ~h snow) there is not time 
for them to cool." t 

Further south thcf'e sonth-we:-,lerly currents arc known as 'Chinook winds,' 
and similar consequences are ob;:;erved to accompany their occurrence. Sir Alex
ander \I ackenzie, howe,;er, in the f:>nmmer of 1793, found the distance to the Pacific 
coa~t from his wintcrir.g-plnce, at the mouth of Smoky River, grouter than he 
appears to lun·e imagined at the time he penn11<l the above qnotod remark~, and it i-l 
difficult indeed, to under~ta.nd how cmTe11ts of air, blowing for at least 350 miles 
acro&s a country which is for the most part mountainous, shoulu retain enough 
warmth to tom per eii'ectunlly, tl10 climate of the plains to the east. This difficulty 
would appear to be particularly gt·eat in summer, V\ hen the mountain,., are largely 
snow-clad and the moan temperature of the Peace and Sa..,katchewnn Valleys, is pro
bably considerably in excess of thnt of the region intot·youiug between them and the 
bCa. 

'l'ho complete explanation is to be fvnnd in the groat quantity of heat rendered 
latent \Yhon moisture is oyaporated or aie expanded in volume, but which becomes 
sen:siblo again on condensation of the moistul'e or compression of the air. 

The pressure in the upper regions of the atmosphere being so much loss than in 
the lO\YCt', a body of air 1 ising from the sea-level to the summit of the coast moun
tains mu:-;t expm1d, which implying molecular work, results in an absorption of heat 
and conf:iequeut cooling. ~'he amount of this coling has been estimated at about P 
Centigrauo for lllO metres of ascent when the air i8 dry, but become3 reduced 1.0 -?r 
degree when the temperature hns fallen to the dew-pvint of the atmosphere and pre
cipitation of moisture as cloud, rain or snow begins; the ho::tt ro-mlting from thi3 
condcn~ation relarding to a certain degree the eooling due to the expansion of the 
air. ·when the air descends again on the further t:.ide of the mountain range, 
its condenF;ation lemls to an iueroa~o of sensible beat equal to 1° C. for each 100 
metres. t It is owing to this cit·cnmslance that places in the south of Gecenlanu, on 
the wo::~t coast, dul'ing the prevnlonco of south-easterly winds which flow OYer the 
high interior of the country, bave been found, in winter, to experience fm' a time a 
temperature higher than that of North Italy, or the south of France, though the north 
Atlantic Ocean from whid1 the winus come can have been little above the 
freezing·point at thi:'> seaRon. The wind well known in the A:ps as the foohn, is 
another example of the same phenomenon. 

• Report of Progress of Geol. Survey, Canada, 1875 76. 

t Voyages, p. 138. 
t The figures are Dr. Hann's, quoted by Hoffmeyer in the Danish Geographical Society's Journal, 

and reproduced in Nature, August, 1877 .. 
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The data are wanting for an accurate investigation of the circumstances of om~ 
west coa ~tin this regard, but a general idea of the fact may be gained. \Ve may 
assume that the air at the sea level is practically saturated with moisture, or already 
at its dew-poiDt, that in crossing the mountainous region the average height to which 
the air is carried is about 2,000 metres (6,560 feet), and that it descends to a level of 
about 700 metres (2,296 feet) in the Peace River country. The loss of sen ible heat 
on elevation would, in this case, amount to 10° C. (18° F.), the gain on deacent to 
the level of 700 metres to 13° C. (23·4° P.). The amount of boat lost by the air during 
its passage across the mountainous region, by radiation and contact with the snowy 
peaks, cannot be determined. lt is of course much greater in winter than in 
t:iUmmer, nnd depends, ahio on the speed. with which the current of aie travels. 
Taking the mean summer temperature of the coabt at about 12° C., (5-1° F.) an~_l 
allowing several degrees for lo::;s of radiation, it becomes oa..;y to undor~taml h0w the 
western prairies may be flooded with air nearly as warm as that of the co:1st, though 
it has travelled to thorn over a region comparatively cold. 

Owing to the groat width of the mountain barrier, the main re~mlt i · complic< ted 
by local detail::;, rc·gions of considerable precipitation oc~uning at each important 
mountain range, with subsidiary dnor 1egwns in the loo. The lm,t of tho~o 1·egion.' 
of precipitation is that of the llocky l\lonntain range, properly so-called. I~y thi :: a 
further addition ofhcatis made to the air, which then flows down as a dry and "\Varm 
current to the east. 

In addition to tbc favorablo elimntic conditions indicated by the thermometer, 
the longth of the day in summer in the higher northern latitudcR favours the rapid 
and vigorous growth of vegetation, and takes the place, to a certain extent, of heat in thi~ 
respeet. This has been supposed to be the case from the luxuriant vegetation of some 
northern region, but Alfome do Candolle has put the matter beyond douLt by subject
ing it to direct experimer:t. In latitude 56° which may be taken us representing 
that of much of the Peace ni ver country, sunrise on 21st June, occurs at 3h. 12m., 
r.mnset at Bh. 50m.; while six degrees further south, in latitude 50°, ,,~hich 

may be as~umed to ropreRent Manitoba, sunrise occurs on the same day nt 3h. -19m., 
I--UI1Set at 8h. 13m. rfhe duration of sunlight, in the :firF;t case, is 17h. 38m.; in the 
r;econd., 16h. 24 m., or one hour and a quarter in exce::;s in the northern locality. 
'This excel"R of course decrcnses to zero at the spring nnd autumn cquinoxe:, aud 
the difference is reversed in the winter. 

A further eircumstnnce giving to the Peuc:e lliver country and that on the upper 
part of the Saskatchewan, other things being equal, a value ns farming land aere for 
acre considm ably greater than th!1t of mo:-,t parts of the N ortb-west, is the immunity 
of this region from the visits of the devastating locur;t or gras::;hoppor (Caluptenus 
.<pretus). I have e1s~where discussed. the quobtion of locust inva~ions, in several 
papert',* and it has since been taken up by tbe United States Entomological Commih
sicJn.t It must suffice to state here, that while long oeries of years may pn::-s without 
the occurrence of serious im;asions, tbo:-:e must continue always, or at least for a Ycry 
long time, to constitute 1.1 drawback to the whole territory lying south of n li11e 
drawn about sixty miles south of Edmonton, nnd thence nearly following the lJorJer 
of tbe "\Yood.cd country oast\\ard and south,vard to l\fu.nitob!l. 

(2) General Geolagical features, and JJiinerals of Economic Importanre. 

'l1he rocks of the coast of the northern part of British Columbia and its adj· cent 
islands, resemble those of the southern part of the coast, in the same lino of t-tl·ike,. 
and the Victoria series of Vancouver Island. 'rhe age of the::;e rocks I believe to bo 
not greater than Palaeozoic, though their crystalline and highly altered appearance 
might, at first sight, suggest a comparison with still older series. They may be 

• Canadian Naturalist, Vol. VIII., pp. 119, 207,411. 

t First Annual Report, United States Entomological Commission, 1878. 
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-describeJ, generally, as consisting' of gneisses, diorites, mica and hornblende-schists, 
with occasional limestones and gt·eat masses of granite or diorito of intrusive origin. 
About Port Simpson and Metla-Katla these rocks are predominantly schistose and 
-dark in colour. Mica-schist, generally rather fine graiued and often glossy, very 
dark an<i containing some graphite, is the most abundant material. 

The dip of the beds is generally north-eastward at high angles. The resem
blance of some of these schists to the auriferous rocks of Cariboo and Leech River, 
Vancouver Island, is close, but I cannot learn that gold in paying quantity has been 
:found in connection with them on this part of the coast. Limestone is found in 
a&sociation with them in some places. Copper ores appear to occur pretty frequently 
in these or the associated gneissic rocks of the Coast Ranges, but though much pros
pecting has been done no permanent mines have been established. A rather promis
ing cupriferous V'ein has been discovered by Mr. J. W. McKay on tho slopa of the hill 
immediately behind the Hudson Bay Company's buildings at Port Simpson. 

f n "\Vork Channel the rocks appear to be chiefly schistose, like those of Port 
Simpson, but massive granites or granitoid gneisses occur on the eastern shore and 
probably constitute the range of mountains which follow it. At Port Essington, at 
the mouth of the Skeena, the rock is a grey hornblendic granite, traversed by dykes 
similar in composition but coarser in texture. For about sixty mile up the Skeena 
from this point, gneissic and schistose rocks, micaceous or hornblendic, and belong
ing to the metamorphic series of the Coast Ranges, continue to prevail, and are shown 
<>ften in great bare mountain sides, on which vegetation is prevented by the occurence 
of snow-slide8. There is no doubt that if required, building stone of fair quality 
could be obtained in many places from the rocks of this series. 

Above the point just indicated, the rocks bordering the Skeena change their 
<;haracter, being of much newer appearance, chiefly felspathic in composition, and, 
in fact, representing with little doubt the Porphyrite group of my reports of 1875 
:and 1876. The rocks are greenish, purplish or gray, frequently fragmental, forming 
agglomerate~, or passing ove1· into conglomerates. The boulders and gravel of the 
r1ver-bed at the same time change their character, being now almost entirely composed 
<>f these porphyrites while Mr. Cambie informs me that the stones in the Zymoetz 
are also similar, proving that the porphyritic rocks have hm·e a wide extension. At 
Ksipkeeegh Rapid, where a short portage is necessary, the rock over whi(jh the 
(;anoe iH dragged is a rather coarse-grained g1'ey granite, probably intrusive. It 
appears capable of being quarried into blocks of fair size, breaking along planes of 
jointage which are nearly vertical, and run S. 50° E., N. 50° '\V., magnetic. 'l1he range 
of high mountains abutting on the river above Ksipkeeagh appear from a distance to be 
<:omposed of granite, or some similar massive 1ock. At Kitsalas Canyon the rocks 
seem to belong to the porphyritic series, but are much confused and fractured. They 
~re hard, greenish, and felspathic, with no apparent bedding. 

The Chimdemash River of the map, four miles ab)ve Kitsalas, appears to be 
that known also as Sebastipool Creek, and if so, is the locality from which a specimen 
of quartz yielding $42.18 of gold, $13 29 of silver to the ton was brought. The vein 
yielding this ore has, I believe, been explored. to a small extent, but never systemati
call v worked. 

~Between this place and Quatsalix Canyon, rock::~ of the porphyritic series arc pro
bably most abundantly represented among the mountains generally, but become 
associated with a considerable and increasing proportion of ordinnry sedimentary 
sands tones not showing evidence of volcanic action. 

l~ossils also occur in altered ash rocks, like those of the Iltasyouco Ri\·or,* in
eluding belemnites, trigonias, and a col'aL These rock are probably of the same age 
with those of the Ilta you eo, which, though stated in a previous report to be J urassic, 
Mr. 'Vhiteaves is now inclined to regard as probably Cretaceous. In this part of the 
river" .. extensi\·c exposures of granite also occur, the material being without doubt 

* Report of Progres~ Geol. Survey of Canada., 1876-77. 
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intrusive. At Quatsalix Canyon the rocks aee grey hard sandstone or quartzites, with blackish argillies, often arenaceous, and generally well bedded, and resembEng those of theN echacco series of my report of 1876. 
Rocks of the kind last mentioned continue to prevail to the mouth of the Kit~eguccla Rtver, where carbonaceous shales were observed to be included in the series for the first time. These are so homogeneous and dark in color that they resemble coaL>and on close examination small fragments deserving to be called coal, and probably representing portions of individual stems which have been imbedded in the formation, may be found. The cu.rbonaceous shales are geneeally more or le:- lenticular, and the rocks at this place are ve1-y much disturbed. Ironstone in nodules, and irregular she<:>ts is aLundant in some parts ot the formation. 
In the rugged mountainous country between the Forks of the Skeena and the lower or north end of Babine Lake, the rocks seen in the vicinity of the trail are probably entirely of ::h1esozoic age, and resem.ble those found on the Skeena from Kwatsalix to the Forks. rrhey are generally sandstones of fine or coarse grain, occasionally felspathic or replaced by porphyrite-like and sometimes brecciated rocks. Carbonaceous shales and imbedded fragments of plants were occasionally found, and in one place a few molluscs. The strike is generally nearly true north and south, but subject to great local irregularity. In the bed of the Tzes-a-tza-kwa River, near the point at which the trail from the Forks reacheR Babine Lake, fragments resembling coal were found, but contain too much earthy matter to be useful as a fuel. From the appearance of the mountains visible from different points in this region it seems probable that Mesozoic rocks of the kind described are very widely spread in thi~ part of the province, a belief confirmed by a number of small specimens collected by Mr. Horetzky in neighbouring regions, during the expedition of last summer. 
Precisely what horizon these rocks represent it is, as present, impossiblf3 to tell, or as yet to enter into any details as to their arrangement or thickness. From their relation to the Porphyrite series above referred to, it appears, however, that they mu~t represent, at least in part, the coal-bearing series of the Queen Charlotte Islands and Quatsino Sound, while they may even extend upward to include rocks of the horizon of those of Comox and Nanaimo. 
The mere existence of rockA of this age, is not necessarily in itself, to be regarded as establishing a probability of the occurence of coal seams of economic value, but the general dissemination over the district of coaly shales containing impure coal, points to the occurrence of conditions such as those required for the depot::~ition of true coals, and indicatef the possibility, if not the probability, of the occurrence of coal beds of economic value in some part of the region. Specimens of some of these coaly materials collected by myself have not yet been subjected to examination, but wo collected by ltfr. Horetzky, and analysed at his requet::~t in the laborutory or the· survey, are reported on as follows by Mr. C. Hoffmann. 

Specimen labelled Skeena, Station 37, nine miles above the Forks. Colour, black; lustre, for the greater part, bright, Lut contains occasional dull layers, consisting apparently of carbonaceous shale. It is rather brittle, does not soil· the :fingers ; takes tire in a lamp flame, burning with a bright somewhat smoky flame, and evolving an empyrumatic odour; in the closed tube yielda water and tarry matter. Colour of powder, black, with a faint brownish tinge; the sample communi. cated no coloration to a boiling solution of caustic potash. 
By slow and fast coking the following results were obtained :-

Slow Coking. Fast Coking. Hygroscopic water.................................. 1·05 1 ·05 Volatile combustible matter...... .... .. .. .. .. .. . 15·35 1 9·09 Fixed caebon .... .. ........... .. ... ... .. ..... .. .. . . .. .. 42 70 38·91::) Ash .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 40·90 40·. 0 

100 GO 100·00 Ratio of volatile combustible matter to :fixed 
carbon ............................................ 1-2·78 1-2·0-! 
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By slow coking the under portion of the powder alone ·.vas sintceed, the middle 
and upper portions remaining pulverulent. Fast coking gave a firmer coke. Ash, 
pale cream colour. 

Specimen labelled Skeena, Statinn 65, twenty miles above the Forks. 

The specimen was made up of alternate du1l layers of what appeared i.o bo 
<:arbonaceous shale, and a bright black coal. Occasionally these latter exhibited a 
eonchoidal fracture; but g0nerally showed a very distinct columnar struc
ture, at right angles to the plane of bedding. It does not soil the fingers. In the 
closed tube yields water, but scarcely any tal'l'y matter; evolves however, a faint 
empyrumatic odour. Colour of the powder, black ; communicates no color to a 
boiling Holution of caustic potash. 

Annly::;is by slow and fast coking give the following results:-

Hygroscopic water .......................... . 
Volatile combustible mutter .............. .. 
Fixed carbon .................................. . 
Ash ............................................. . 

Ratio of volatile combustible mutter to 
fixed carbon ............................ . 

Slow Coking. 

1 5~ 
7·63 

45·G1 
45·2c.l: 

100·00 

1-6 3a 

Fast Coking. 

1·52 
7·20 

4v·O ~ 
45·2-± 

100·00 

l-5·97 

Both slow and fast coking gave a pulverulent coke. Coloc of ash almost white. 
In addition to these, I receivei from Mr. llankin, when at the Forks of the 

Skeena. a small specimen of true coal, apparent of excellent quality. This material 
came from a point in the Watsonq_uah River, about eighteen miles from the Forks, 
and it is reported by the Indians to occur in quantity. I was unable to visit the 
locality, but it lies nearly on the strike of the carbonaceous beds seen near the mouth 
of the Kitseguecla, on the Skeena, and may therefore occur in a horizon nearly the 
same. Arrangements were made to procure a larger specimen, but this has not yet 
.arrived. 

:Mr. Hoffmann has examined a fragment of this coal, on which he reports as 
follows.-

Very compact, homogeneous, hard ~nd brittle. Does not soil the fingers. Color 
black, but with a just perceptible brownish tinge. Lustre dull resinous. Fracture 
conchoidal. Takes fire in a lamp flame, burning with a bright flame (which however 
soon dies out on removal from the source of heat),with emission of smoke and a slight 
empyrumatic odour. Heated in a covered crucible it produces a large amount of 
'flame. In the closed tube yields a considerable quantity of tarry~ product. Its 
powder did not impart the slightest coloration to a broiling solution of cau::.tic 
potash. 

An analysis by fast coking gave the following results:-

Volatile matter.......................................................... 40·52 
FixP.d carbon .. ......... ........... .. ......... ......... .............. .... 57·51 
Ash .. . ......... ............•.. ................. ......... ............ ....... I·U7 

100·00 

A determination of the water gave 0·85 per cent., as however, owing to lack of 
matel'ial, no control was made, the amount of this constituent is included in the num
ber indicating volatile matter. Rapid heating gave a firm coke. The ash, which 
was somewhat bulky, had a slight reddish brown color and agglutinated slightly at a 
bright red heat. This is an excellent fuel and closely resembles a coal of the true 
coal measures. 
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In the present isolated position of the northern interior of Bl'itish Columbia, the 
possible existence of worlmble deposits of coal is a matter of indifference, Lut in the 
-event of the opening of ~ny rcute through it, it would be exceedingly desirable to 
have all parts of the extensive .Mesozoic area subjected to a geological examination 
as close as possible. 

Gold has not been found extensively, or in su0h quantity: as to crive ri:::;e to pct·-
mn,nent mining on the Skeenn, or the Nasse. ;::, 

The hills behind the lludson Bay post, on the oast side of the not·th ot· lower 
<)nd of Babine Lake, are of sands tones and fine-grained conglomerates with a strike of 
N. 1.)0 . 1~. (mug.) and high north-westerly dips. Some beds might form good build
ing m:1terial if opened below the frost-shattered surface. For some distance south
ward on the lake, similar rocks prevail, but from Nu-tal-kuz Mountain and the second 
Hud:::;on Bay post to the bead of the lake, rocks which may be referred to the Cache 
Creek group of the interior of Bl'iti1::1h Columbia, and arc proba ~.ly Carboniferous in 
age, appear to form the sub-structure of the country; while Tertiary volcanic 
materials lie upon them, and characterize long stretches o: the lake shore. Ba.nded 
limestones and marbles occur on the north bank, near the great bend of the htke. 
Tha rocks of the portage, for some miles from Babine Lake, appear to be Tertiary, 
while near the head of Stuart Lake massive g1·ey bornblendic granite occurs. In 
travelling down Stuart Lake, in haste and with bad weather, very little chance oc
CUITed for tbe examination of the rocks. The granite above referred to is soon, 
however, replaced by a schistose greeni:::;h and greyish series, and in the hills north 
of the Pinchi River, mas&ive limestone beds were first made out. These run south
€astward forming the range along the north-east side of the lake: and culminating in 
Na-katl, or Pope's Cradle1 4,800 feet in height, a few miles from Fort St. J ames. These 
limestones have already been described* and arc kncwn to be of Carboniferous age. 

Between Fort St. James, on Stuart Lake, and Fort McLeod, the surface is almost 
-everywhere covered with drift deposits, and consequently, though travelling nearly 
at dght angles to the general strike of the rocks of this part of the province, little 
can be ascertained as to their character. Neither the Tertiary basin, previously outlined. 
on the Lower N echacco River, nor that of the vicinity of Fort George, appears to 
extend as far north as the line of route just referred to. There appear, however, to 
be outlying patches of Tertiary volcanic rocks, which rest upon the older formations. 
These, as indicated chiefly by the debris and drift of the surface, and stones found in 
brooks, seem to include ror.ks both of the Cache Creek and Mesozoic series. On Long 
Lake River, near Iroquois Creek, ro~ks with little doubt belonging to the first men
tioned series occur and include felspathic materials and bands oflimestone. In tbe vicin
ity of Fort McLeod,rocks similar to these, but with thicker beds of limestone, are found. 
North of Fort McLeod, on the Parsnip, Mr. Selwyn believes an area of Tertiary 
lignite-bearing rocks to extend as far as the mouth of the Nation River. Lignite was 
observed in places near the junction of the Pack, or Mr.Leod's Lake River, with 
the Parsnip, and loose blocks of a quajty likely to be serviceable as fuel, were found 
scattered further down. t 

In continuing eastward from the Parsnip River by the Misinchinca, the country, 
to Azouzetta L3ke at the summit of the Pine River Pass, is characterized by schistol:le 
and slaty rocks, with occasional band-, of quartzite. The schists are generally mica
ceous and often very bright, with lustrous sut'faces wnich are not unfrequently 
minutely wrinkled. TheHe together form a well marked serieR, and as they occupy 
a belt of country about twenty miles in width, and are generally at high angles, are 
doubtless many times repeated hy folding. These I'Ocks appear to overlie the massive 
limestones of the central range of the Rocky .Monntains,which appear to be of Carboni
ferous or Dcvonian age. From their lithologic::d identity there can be little doubt that 
they represent the auriferous series ofCariboo, but they have not here been extensively 
prospected, and no paying deposits of gold have beeu found in this part of the country. 

• Report of Progress, Geol. Survey of Oanada, 1876-771 page 55. 

t Report of Progress, Geol. Survey of Cana.ia, 1875-76, p. 7l. 
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On the uppor part of the Misinchinca, numerous 'colors' may be obtained on the bar& of the river, and while it is possible that rich auriferous deposits may yet be found here, it should be mentioned that the rocks are not so extensively traversed by quartz. veins as in the Cariboo region. 
It is apparently on the north-western extension of this belt of schistose rocks, that the Omineca gold district is Aituated. The known auriferous localities here lie about fifty miles north of a line passing westward from the Pine Pass by Forts McLeod and St. J ames. There are three routes by which Omenica may be reached. First from the coast by the Skeena River, Babine Portage and Firepan Pass. This route il'i travelled by canoe and on foot. Secund by trail from Fort St. J ames, practicable for pack animals; and third by canoe or boat from the eastward by the Peace and Finlay Rivers. Without entering into details, a glance at the map will show bow completely isolated this district is, and account for the scarcity and high price of provisions, which has prevented the working of any but good paying claims and hindered the thorough examination of the country. 
Some facts in connection with this district have been given by me in a previous report,* but it has never been visited by any member of the Geological Survey. Tho main points which seem to bear on the poss1 ble future of the district are as follows :The existence of rich deposits of gold, aml the possibility that with greater facility of access the known area covered by these would be increased, and that it would become possible to work those of a lower grade. The occurrence of pellets of native silver or amalgam in association with the gold. It may not be found possible to trace this material to vein1::1 of workable dimensions, but its presence seems in some degree to show the general argentiferous character of the district. The chief promiseof future importance as a mining centre seems to lie, however, in the fact that highly argentiferous. galena occur in some abundance, and, it is reported, in well-defined ~nd wide veins. These it is at present impossible to utilize, o""Ning to the cost of laborand carriage, but the subjoined particulars may serve to give some idea of the character of the deposits. 
According to Mr. Woodcock, of Victoria, some of the most jmportant veins arein the vicinity of a stream called Boulder Creek. 
That known as the cc Arctie Circle" is said to be about twenty feet wide, and to show about four feet of highly metalliferous ore. 1t is exposed by the brook in a face about thirty feet high. The claim adjoining this is called the cc Black Warrior,"· and shows a vein eight feet wide of nearly pure galena. Other specimens have been obtained from places within a radius of eight miles from this locality. N car Lost Creek a vein known as the "Champion Ledge" js found, and runsnearly parallel with the f:ltl·eam. Particulars as to its size are wanting. AnothcL· vein in the creek is reported to be twenty feet wide. 
Mr. \Voodcock has favored me with copies of the following analyses of two specimens of the ores from this district, by Me8srs. Johnston, Matthy & Co., London, EngJand. 

Arctic Circle Vein. 

Lead .................................................................... . 
Iron ..................................................................... . Silver ....................... .. : . ................................ . 
Sulphur .................................................. . 
Silica .................•............................... Alumina ............................................. . 
Combined water ................................... . 
Oxygen and loss ....................................... . 

Silver equal to 44·2 oz. per ton of 20 cwt. 

• Report of Progress, Geol. S'lrvey of Canada, 1876-77, p. 116. 
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A second analysis of the Arctic Circle ore, is by G. W. Hopkins, San Francisco, 
and gives the following result:

Silver, per ton, 40·81 oz. or $52. '76. 
Gold, trace. 
Pig lead would contain about 50 oz. to the ton. 

Black Warrior Vein. 
Lead ...................................................................... . 
Iron ......................................................................... . 
Silver .................................................................... . 
Sulphur ............................................................... . 
Silica ................................................................. .. 
Alumina ........................................................... . 
Corn bined water .................................................. . 
Oxygen and loss ............. " . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. ......... . 

20·25 
2·15 
0·09 
4·80 

69·80 
1·50 
1·00 
1·41 

1 00·00 
Silver equal to 29·8 oz. per ton of 20 cwt. 
A second assay of the "Black Warrior,'' by Mes~·n·s. Riehn, Hemme & Uo., San 

.Francisco, showed the sample to contain 98 oz. or $126:70 of silver to the ton, equal 
to $187.10 per ton of pig lead. 

Two assays of specimens of ore from a deposit known as the "Mammoth Ledge" 
gave the following results. Assay b.Y Thos. Price, San Francisco:- ' 

Gold, per ton, ~oz .................................................... $ 2. 06 
Silver do 32-h oz....... ........ ...... ..... . ...... ....... ... 41.89 

$43.95 
Clean galena would assay, $131.85. 
Assay by Messrs. Riehn, Hemme & Co., San Francisco:-

Gol1, per ton .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. ... .. . . .. .. .. . .... .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . . $ 6·28 
Silver do ....................... .......... ... .. . . . . ............. 91·13 

$97·41 
Pig lead would contain 207 ounces to the ton. 
A specimen of quartz with galena, from a stream near Mansen Creek in the same 

district, was examined by Mr. Hoffmann some years ago *and found to contain 8·971 
oz. of silver to the ton, with traces of gold, but, as Mr. Hoffmann remarks, the silver is 
confined to the galena, of which only a small quantity occurs in the vein-stone, and 
which must consequently be highly argentiferous. An analysis of a sample of galena 
from the Arctic Circle vein, separated as far as possible from the gangue, jn the 
laboratory of the Survey, gave 128 oz. of silver to the ton. A specimen of ore from 
the Champion Ledge, including galena and gangue, showed 20 oz. of silver to the 
ton and a trace of gold. 

It would thus appear that a considerable percentage of silver oncurs in all the 
galena ores examined from this district, and th'lt if the vf'ins n.t·e Hufficiently large 
and constant in character, the region must be of importance when sufficient means 
of acce, s to it are provided. 

All these ores might, by ordinary pro~ess of dressing and wa~hing, be raised 
nearly to the grade which they show when the pr·eciou::j metals m·o calculated to the 
proportion of galena contained. 

During the summer of 1879, there wet·e, a.s I have been infot·med, about sixty 
white men engaged in mining at Omineca, with twenty Chinamen, and sixty to 
seventy Indians, the latter receiving wages as laboret·s of $3 a day. I am inclined to 
believe, however, that these figures may be rather above the m:uk than below it, 

" Report of Progress, 1875-761 p. 430, 1876-'17, p. l 16. 
3 
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To the north-east of the schistose rocks, and apparently underlying them, are 
the massive limestones which form the axial mountains of the Rocky Mountain 
range. These, in their direction of strike, $re parallel to the general north-westerly 
and south-easterly trend of the range. From the line of the f'ummit, or Azouzetta 
Lake Valley, the width of the limestones and other old rocks measured transversely 
is about five or six miles only. On the north-eastward side of the range, the lime
stones become associated with quartzites which may be of greater age, and with 
blacki::,h shales and slaty rocks holding Monotis subcircularis, and therefore to be 
assigned to the Triassic period. These rocks of the axis of the mountains are not 
known to be of any er.onomic importance, though in some places capable of yielding 
building stone of fair quality. 'Colors' of gold may be obtained in the upper 
part of the Pine Ri\er, as on the Misiuchinca. 

From the point on the upper Pine River last described, rocks probably for the 
most part ot Cretaceous age, but possibly passing up into Tertiary in some places, 
extend over the whole upper part of the basin of the Peace River. A line drawn 
from this point north-north-westward to near the confluence of :he Otter Tail River 
with the Paace-a distance of abuut forty-five miles-probably marks with approxi
mate accuracy, for a portion of its length, the junction of these newer rocks wit.h the 
main ma"s of the older rocks uf the axis of the mountains. There is evidence that 
this line is nearly that of the shore at the time of the deposit of the Cretaceous rocks, 
and that the present ax1al elevations of the Rocky Mountains have stood as an island 
or islands above the Cretaceous sea. Cherty fragments, like those associated 
with the limestones of the mountnins, are found abundantly in the conglomerates and 
sands tones of the newer serietl. The existence of the remains of plants, and of seams, 
of coal in different parts of the newer rocks, show that the sea must have been a 
shallow one, and by occasional elevations, patches at least of its bed were, from time 
to time, converted into land areas. 

It is in these rocks, forming a zone to the east of the Rocky Mountains, that the 
most prol'Y'ising coal-fields of the North-west lie, and they are now known to be 
characterized by the presence of coal from the Peace River to the 49th parallel. 
Their study is consequently attended with interest, and much additional light has 
heen thrown upon it by the examination of sections in the Peace River region, last 
summer. 'rill maps are complete, and the whole of the observations properly dis
cussed, it would be unwise to attempt to enter into detail, but some points ~eariog on 
the carboniferous character of the formation may be given. 

Jn the vicinity of the mountains, the rocks are much flexed, but the undulations 
gradually lessen as the mountains are left behind, and the beds become at length 
horizontal, or so nearly so that no inclination of a fixed character can be detected by 
ordinary methods. Near the mountains the rocks are almost entirely sandstones, 
and often quite coarse and associated with conglomerates. Further off, shaly inter
calations appev.r, and eventually two well marked and thick zones of dark colored 
shales are found, separated by a zone of sandstone and shales, and capped abo\e by a 
second sandstone and shale formation, which may possibly belong to the lower part 
of the Tertiary. 

In both the horizons characterized by sandstones coal is found, and 
while as abovt3 stated the upper may represent a portion of the Tertiary, the lower is 
certainly well down in the Cretaceous formation. This in itself is a point of corsider
able importance, showing that the caeboniferuus character of the rocks ia not coo fined 
to a single 1:3eries of beds, but recurs at two stages. It also, probably confirms the 
view advanced by Dr. Hector an<l supported by Mr. Selwyn, for the Saskatchewan 
country, as to tho existence of a coal-bearing horizon in the Cretaceous of that region 
in addition to that of the Tertiary or Laramie age. 

The localities in which coal is known to occur in the lower or certainly Cretace
ous zone are :-Table Mountain, Coal Brook and vicinity, Portage Mountain and the 
lower part of Smoky River. 

Table Mountain 1s tlituated on the south bank of Pine River between the Lower 
and Middle Forks. It was examined by Mr. Selwyn in 1875, who describes the coal as 
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occurring in four seams, in descending order, six inches, eight inches two feet and six inches thick respectively. 
' The coal is stated to be of good quality, but has not been analyzed. Coal Brook joins the south branch of Pine River a few miles from the Lower ForkA, and though a comparatively small stream, has formed numerous fine sections in the soft Oretaceou8 rocks. Coal was diHcovered here by Me. J. Hunter in 1877, and is mentioned by him in the Canadian Pacific Railway Report for 1878 (p. 79). Mr. Hunter favored me with specimens collected by him at this t.ime and 1 have since personally examined the locality. The rocks are probably ~early on the same horizon as those of Table Mountain. The coal is of good quality and occurs in several beds, which are however, so far as observed, all very thin, the thickest measuring about six inches. Coal al:::;o occurs on the south branch of Pine River above the mouth of Coal Ureek, and thel'e is much ground to hope for the ultimate discovery of coal seams of workable thickness in this region. Portage Mountain is cut through by tbe canyon of the Peace River above Hudson's Hope. The thickest seam ob8erved by Mr. Selwyn in this place, was again but six inches,* but in July last Mr. H. J. Cambie noticed one about two feet in thickness. 

The following analysis of a specimen of coal from this place is published by Dr. Harrington.t 

Slow coking. Fast coking. Water ............................................... . 2·10 2.10 Volatile combustible matter ..................... . 21·54 25.09 Fixed carbon ......................................... . 71·63 68·08 Ash ..................................................... . 4•73 4·'73 

100·00 100·00 
Ratio of volatile to fixed combustible by slow coking 1-3·32, by fast coking 1-2·71. By rapid heating the coal yielded a fine coke, and it may be regarJ.ed in all respects as a fuel of excellent quality, only requiring to be. found in sufficient quantity to claim importance. 
The coal referred to as occurring on this horizon on the lower Smoky River is in itRelf of no impo1·tance whatever, being but 2~ inches thick. With the fact of the abundance of impressions of roots and branches in the "and stone is shows merely the carboniferous character of the formation to this point. It appears at the very summit of the series of sandstones forming the lowe\' group, at their junction with the overlying bluish shales. 
On Riviere Brule, neat· its mouth, about fourteen miles from Dunvegan, my as::;i tant, Mr. McConnell, examined a repo1·ted coal seam, which proved to be a lignite coal of inferior quality, and about twelve inches only in thickness. Coal or lignite itoi also reported to occur on Rat Rivel' ten or fifteen miles above Dunvegan, but the locality was not visited. It is pt·obable that in both the:se places it is the lower or distinctively Cretaceous series of sandstone and slates which hold the coal. Of localtties showing coal or lignite in the upper series of sandstones and slates, which may, so far as present information goes, represent the uppermost part of the Ct·etaceous, or the overlying Laramie group ; the first discovered is Mountain Creek, joining Elk River, about fifty-eight miles in a direction nearly due ·outh from Dunvegan. The beds fimnd here were again quite thin, but tbe bat'fl in the tream are strewn with large blocks which appear to be of bituminou~:~ coal rath~r than lignite, and are of good quality as a fuel. These must be derived from thwker beds than tho.::e examined, but which may be below the water-level. The banks vf tbe Elk River, above the mouth of Mountain Creek, show similar fragm~nt8 of coal more or leBs rounded, and on the Smoky Rivet·, below the mouth 

•Report of Progress, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1875-76, p. 63. tReport of Progress, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1876-77, table facing p 470. 
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of the Elk, near the base of the upper sandstone series, a seam of good coal five 

inches in thickness was seen. Drift coal found on the upper part of the main Smoky 

probably also belongs to this upper sandstone series. 

Sandstones and shales, which might represent either the uppe1· or lower series 

above refoned to, occur on the Athabasca River, and were observed in many places 

above Old Fort Assineboine to hold coal seams. Two of these were noticed to be 

of remarkable persistency, and though generally thin, the upper seam was found 

in one place to measure ten feet in thickness, including however a few shaly part

ings which would reduce the thickness of good coal or lignite to nine feet two inches. 

This is separated by about twenty feet of soft sandstone from the lower seam, 

which is compact and of good appearance and about three feet in thickness. 

On a stream entering Les&er Slave Lake from the north, near its eastern end, 

Mr. McConnell observed numerous fragments of lignite of good quality, but all con

siderably rounded, showing that they had been brought from some distance. 

It would thus appear that while in the region lying between the Athabasca and 

the Peace rivers, no coal seams sufficiently thick to be of great economic value have 

yet been discovered, that coal and lignite of good quality occur in two distinct 

series of beds. Wherever natural sections of these occur in the valleys of rivers and 

streams, coal in greater or less quantity is found, and the persistently carboniferous 

character of the beds thus abundantly proven. There can be little doubt that beds of 

a workable character occur in different parts of this region and will be found by 

further search. 
On the extension of these formations to the south-eastward, a bed of coal, reported 

to be eight feet in thickness, occurs near the projected railway crossing of theN orth 

Pembina River, while between Fort Edmonton and the mouth of the Brazeau River, 

on the Saskatchewan, a seam of coal fifteen to twenty feet in thickness was dis

covered by Mr. Selwyn in 18'73 ;* other thick seams are reported on the upper 

part of the Brazeau. 
An analysis of the fuel from the North Pembina River made in 18'74 by 

Prof. Haanel, gives the following composition:-

Water ............................................................
....... .. 

Volatile combustible matter ...... .................................. . 

Fixed carbon .................................................. . 

Ash ........................... , ............................
........ .. 

11·88 
28·66 
5'7·25 

2·21 

100·00 

The coal collected by Mr. Selwyn at the place above referred to on the Saskat-

chewan yielded to Dr. Rarrington the following result on analysis by slow coking:-

Water ........ . , . , ............. ............. . ..................... ...... 10·09 

Volatile combustible matter.............. .. . .. . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 28·69 

Fixed carbon........................ ......... ...... ...... ............... 54·96 

Ash........................... .................................... ......... 5·45 

100·00 

While neither of these can be classed as true bituminous coals, they are fuels of 

great value, and compare closely with those brown coals used extensively on the line 

of the Union Pacific Hail way in the Rocky Mountain region. 

In many localities on the Peace River, and between that stream and the Atha

basca, clay ironstone in nodules and nodular sheets is abundant; but generally not 

in such quantity as to justify a belief in its economic importance. On the lower part 

of Smoky River, however, great quantities of ironstone apparently of excellent quality 

might be collected from the bars and beaches, while in few places in the banks, 

zones largely composed of ironstone and of considerable thickn v ~ .' o<: <: ur. 

• Report of Progress, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1873-7 4, p. 49. 
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As already stated, gold in sm::tll quantity may be found in both the Misinchinca 
and upper part of Pine River, while as stated by Mr. Selwyll it has been found from 
time to time, in various places and in paying quantities both along the Pa.r.:mip and 
the Pe·tee Hivers. Mr. Sclwyn remarks that there are no gold-bearing eock:3 on the 
Peace below Finl~y Branch, and suggests that the fine gold of th~ lower part of the 
river may have· been 01·iginally det·ived from J'Ocks on the western slope of the 
mountains, or may have been carried from the belt of IJau1·entian and other cry~talline 
rocks forming the noeth-eastern boundnt·y of the interior b::t'3in, and stretching ft·om 
Lake Supel'ior to the At·ctic Ocean. Fot· the goltl of the Paesnip aml uppce part of 
the Pe::tee, tbe former appears to me to be the most probable explanation, while to 
that found in the Misinchinca, thE' Pine and other stream~ in the vicinity of the 
mountains a local origin mu~t ahm be granted. 

In all this region, b'3low a certain contour line and to the east of it, drift, from 
the Laurentian axis, above referred to is, in great abundance. The height of this 
contour line may for the present be roughly stated at 2,000 feet. It i::; in this tract 
to the e!l.st, characterized by L:lllrentian debris that tho paying gold-washings of the 
Saskatchewan are situated, while in the dit·ection of the mountains the 'pay' appears 
to run out where the Laurentian drift ceases. Gold has al::;o been found in paying 
quantities in the part8 of the Athabascn. and McLeod Rivers which travet·se this 
drift-covered regwn, and the evidence seems to be strongly indicative in all these 
cases of an eastern or north-eastern source for the preciow~ metal. lt would thus 
appear, that with the exception of the regions of the Pa1·snip and Upper Peace, the R•)eky 
Mountain zone in this pa1.·t of its length has not so far been proved to yield gold 
in paying quantity, but that remunerative placer depoRits supplied from the opposite 
direction, occur at a greater or less distance from the mountains on several rivers. 

GEORGE M. DAWSON. 
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